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Toxic storage: the valley’s problem child
Lorentz waste poses
potential campus threat
near Spartan Stadium
By Hans ingebretsen
Daily staff writer
Silicon Valley is mother to an industrial empire which in
many areas is a world leader.
It has given birth to a number of state-of-the-an products
which have made life easier. But it has also produced a problem child
hazardous materials.
Since the toxics leak at the south San Jose Fairchild plant
in 1980 brought the subject of hazardous materials storage glaringly into the public eye. legislators, private industry and
government agencies have been hard at work trying to bring the
runaway child under control.
And the revelation that an SJSU well at Spartan Stadium is
being threatened by a superfund toxics cleanup site has brought
the issue home to university officials.
A preliminary site assessment report on Lorentz Barrel
and Drum Co., located at 1515 S. 10th St., states that the company has been recycling used steel drums for 40 years.
Among the 50,000 barrels on the Lorentz site arc drums
from Silicon Valley industries.
’What they do (at Lorentz Ban-el and Drum) is they take
See LORENTZ page -
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Groundwater toxics
near Spartan Stadium

Increased legislation may plug toxic leakage
Hans Ingebretsen
Daily staff writer
En, ironmental Protection Agency
figures estimate that one-third of the
non -farm, underground storage tanks in
the United State, are leaking, with an average leak rate of 208 gallons per month.
Some hazardous materials, such as
dioxin, are considered so dangerous that
the EPA has no disposal method for
them. Public dismay has grown as it has
been revealed that many sites throughout
Santa Clara Valley arc polluted with
materials that cause damage to internal
organs, cause reproductive damage, or
are classified as carcinogens.
A growing sense of concern regarding the storage, transportation, disposal
monitoring
or hazardous materials
and
used by businesses has resulted in an
abundance of new legislation to deal
with the issue.
Hazardous materials are classified
in three general divisions: acids, metals
and organics. They can be used either as
a gas, a solid or a liquid.
iii all Me letsl,iiirrrr pendme and

’Seven hundred leaks
have been found . . . and
500 of them are believed
to affect ground water. If
you look under a rock,
you’re bound to find
worms.’
David Mora,
toxic-control manager

already enacted, the following programs
stand out as the most comprehensive and
potentially effective:
2185..2187.
, Waters Bill AB
which regulates hazardous materials
,iorage and use by businesses, and prudes for a countywide program regard-

ing response to emergencies
, 1.a Follette Hill
AB 3777,
program for risk management and planning at businesses which deal with "Ku
tely hazardous matenals.
, Tanner Bill -- AB 2448. regulating planning for county N id e systems
of management and reduction of hazardous waste.
, Sher Bill AB 1021, which
calls for inspection of facilities that store
hazardous materials.
, Proposition 65. which mandate,
that facilities will have designated employees si ho are required to inform their
county health officer and Board ot Su
pervisors of any significant toxic, spills
, Title III of Federal Superfunds
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of
1986, which sets a federal standard tor
state and local emergency response planning regarding unauthorized releases of
hazardous materials.
The abundance ot new laws relating
to the monitoring of hazardous material,
demonstrates that although the problem
Xre VGIS1 ,ITION, page 7

Time delay
puts hold
on mailers

Distribution of newsletter
stapled by controversy

By David Barry
Daily staff writer
When the concept of a spring semester Associated Students newsletter
was first presented, it seemed like a good
idea.
The newsletter was supposed to educate 25.000 SJSU students about the
A.S. and its sponsored programs.
more than one month
But today
after being printed newsletters
are
still sitting in the A.S. office waiting to
be distributed.
The main reason for delay has been
the time needed to staple, label and fold
them, said A.S. President Tom Boothe.
For the past month. A.S. directors
and office help have been working on
this project, hut roughly 8.500 newslet-

Michael Burke

Daly staff photographer

Jeff Jones, above, a psychology senior, chows down on a snow cone to help beat the record-breaking heat. Jeff Lang. right, an occupational therapy senior, takes advantage
of the weather to toss a football. Temperatures are predicted to he cooler today.

Scorching heat sends students
searching for sun or cool fun
By Mark Foyer
Daily staff writer
The scorching heat which torched the South
Bay for the second straight day Wednesday sent
SJSU students out into the sun to improve their
tans or to shady areas to try to stay cool.
Although the temperature reached a high of
98 Wednesday. meteorology Prof. Peter Lester
predicts it will start to cool off today.
While it’s expected to cool off today. Lester
predicts the temperature will reach a high of
88 15 degrees above normal.
Lester said the breeze that started late
Wednesday afternoon was a sign that a cooling
trend was starting.
"We didn’t have any breeze Tuesday," Lester said. "This breeze isn’t much, but it shows
that there is a change in the weather pattern."
The hot weather allowed students to find
ways to enjoy the sunshine.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity pledges sold
snow cones Wednesday and made a profit.
"We made about fifteen dollars in the first
hour," said Jeff Minch, an undeclared freshman

require processing
Cheryl Macaraeg. A S director of
communication, is in charge of putting
out the newsletter and blame, the delay
on "lack of communication" between
herself and Boothe.
Cr5

still

Boothe blames the holdup on lack
of planning ho Macaraeg. who he said
started working on the concept when she
w:as appointed to her position in October.
The disagreement between Boothe
and Miwaraeg arose when Kappa Delta
sorority signed an agreement with the
A .S to finish folding, labeling and stapling the final 8.500 newsletters for
$200,
The only stipulation in the contract
_Nee, 1_,T1TFR. page 10

Directors deny
REC fee hike
Employees, alumni won’t face increase;
board chairwoman casts deciding vote
By Victor Manuel Ineuma
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Board of Directors argued for nearly half of an hour
Tuesday before deciding not to raise faculty and staff Ret: Center use fees.

"We hope to raise $1.50 after the sale.’’
The weather also sent students outdoors to
get some sort of exercise. Wednesday, six occupational therapy students were outside with an
array of balls to toss around.
’We want people to get out and to play a
little," said Jeff Lango, an occupational therapy
senior. "We don’t want people to do anything too
strenuous.’’
For his activity. Lango threw a football
around with another student.
"Our activities will give people a chance to
relax a little:. I .ango said. "It’s good for them to
go out to get sonic exercise.’
Hut not everyone on campus was thrilled to
feel the heat. Sylvia Alvarez, a senior majoring in
public relations, said she hates the hot weather.
"I like the wintertime better than the summertime," Alvarez said. "1 like it when it’s cold.
I enjoy it when it’s 40 dcgrccs.
Hut in the meantime. Alvarez was just staying out of the sun.
"I’m sitting in my room where the fan is
on,- Alvarez said

Deadlocked 7-7 with three abstentions, SUBOD Chairwoman Susan Chargin cast the deciding vote against establishing the fee
’From a political standpoint. (my
decision) probably cost me reappointment (as chairwoman) for next ear’s
board. But I did vote my conscience.Chargin said after the meeting.
Immediately after the motion’s defeat. Associated Students President Tom
Boothe made a motion to lower alumni
fees to the level of faculty and staff.
The motion passed 7-3-6.
The original policy recommendation would have charged alumni 50 percent more than students for use of the
Student Union Recreation and Events
Center.

Susan Chargin
. . . S1JBOD chtoirwornan
Currently, students pay $38 per semester toward the facility’s construction
Faculty, staff and alumni do not pay any
See FFF. page If)

Councilwoman to discuss stadium complaints with Fullerton
dium, said she has contacted the president’s office
By Larry Aragon
but has not set a meeting date.
Daily staff writer
We need to define responsibility and write
Complaints about lack of crowd control at
Friday’s Iron Maiden concert in Spartan Stadium guidelines for dealing with Spartan Stadium
events," Williams said.
have spurred the city council into action.
The guidelines should deal with a number of
At Tuesday’s meeting, the council voted
unanimously for Councilwoman Iola Williams to problems, including litter, noise, parking, safety.
meet with university President Gail Fullerton to traffic and drinking by underage people, she
added.
discuss residents’ grievenees.
The council was spurred by stadium neigh’
Williams, whose district includes the SW -

it

hors Nick Carter and Andy Figone.
At the meeting. Figonc described the area
around the stadium in detail. emphasizing "rows
of empty beer bottles" and "the smell of urine"
when he walked outside the morning after the
concert.
Eigone said he called the University Police
Department to find out who was responsible for
cleanup and was told: "Our only concern is Spar-

. It is up to the city and you peotan Stadium
ple to clean up your areas ’
"1 don’t consider myself a janitor for the
city." Figone said flatly.
"This can’t continue," said Mayor Torn
Mclinry.
Councilwoman Susan Hammer agreed.
"My patience is no longer there on this
issue," Hammer said. "This has come up time

f

and time again
"I would like to not only encourage you
Mrs. Williams, hull think you should play a little
hardball with Dr Fullerton . ’
In a telephone interview. Williams said.
"If s time we had not just a gentleman’s agree.
mem. We need to put something down in writing."
See C’ONC
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Editorial

A.S. shouldn’t play with procedure
the United States Senate meeting to tors
’debate
’debate legislation and finding there were not
I

enough members present to conduct business. Would the majority leader ask eight senators - - approximately one-twelfth of its membership to resign so the legislative body
could form a "quorum," as it is called, so
business could go on?
Elected representitives resigning from any
governmental body so a meeting can continue
is hardly a responsible way to manage government.
Yet that’s exactly what our Associated
Students Board of Directors did at its April 29
meeting. The board was scheduled to discuss
the proposed revision of the program board act,
and when that part of the agenda came up late
in the meeting, half of the directors had to leave
because of prior commitments. This which left
six in attendance. According to the A.S. rules
of procedure, a quorum at least seven direc-

must be present to conduct business.
Determined to push through the revised
act, which had to be read that day in order for
the board to adopt it at yesterday’s meeting.
Vice President Roger Wert asked the director
of personnel. Victoria Johnson. to resign her
position before leaving the meeting. After the
meeting she was reinstated. Because the
board’s size was reduced from 12 to 11 members, the six that remained comprised a simple
majority, allowing the act to be read.
A.S. President Tom Boothe. who was not
present at the meeting but ultimately had to reinstate Johnson, commented that Wen’s tactics
were "unusual." That’s putting it mildly. If
the A.S. board of directors is going to pull irresponsible stunts like that. the student body will
never take the A.S. seriously. If directors can’t
commit themselves to be present atmeetings.
even if they run late, perhaps they don’t belong
in the positions.

"::2114416ir
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Daily Delivery

Fair-weather fans get the heck out of my stands
They’re back .
Just when you thought it was safe. "they’ve" returned.
But in this case. the reference is not to Jim and Tammy
Bakker. Michael Jackson or the Nitwits.
No. discussed here is a group of people with a problem
a disease if you will.
Some would say its the "bandwagon effect", others
"homer-ills."
Call it what you want, this malady has once again struck
the Bay Area.
And this time the cause is the (,olden State Warriors.
Until two weeks ago, many of their new-found, so-called
"fans" had never even heard of the
Warriors.
They did not know that Eric
"Sleepy" Floyd was, in fact, not a
member of the seven dwarfs.
They did not know that Purvis Short is. in fact, not.
And they probably did not know that Joe Barry Carroll is,
Barry.
in fact, not related to that Warrior of old Rick
But suddenly, these "fans" are waving Warrior pennants.
and
gold.
blue
dressed
in
’they’re
They’re talking about how that "Kraiy coach Karl" is
going to make "Magic" and the lois Angeles Takers disap.
pear.
local newspapers are running stories about their exploits
tin page one.
After their stunning come -from-behind, playoff victory
(flyer the Utah Jazz last week, the Warriors have become the
in thing. ’ ’
This is sick!
;:

Viewpoint

David
Barry

Where were these "fans" early in the season when they
were only drawing 7,MO people or less?
Where were these "fans" when the team was playing the
San Antonio Spurs. the Sacramento Kings or the Los Angeles
Clippers and not the Boston Celtics, I.. A. Takers or the Chicago Bulls and Michael Jordon’?
Perhaps most importantly, where were these "fans" when
the Utah playoff series opened at home last Wednesday?
Certainly, not at the Oakland Coliseum. The Warriors.
playing in its first playoff series since 1977. had to struggle to
come up with a big crowd.
And finally where have these "fans" been for the past 10
years,’?
Do they remember the losses, the coaching changes and
the players, like Clifford Ray, Mike Bran and Lewis Lloyd’?
Not likely.
And in another week when the takers, en rite to capturing an NBA championship. dispose of the Wan
these fans

will suddenly forget their association with the team.
"Warriors’?" they’ll ask. "Wasn’t that a movie, about a
gang?"
But, why should these Bay Area sports fans change now?
They’ve always been like this.
Who can forget the "49er Fever" that first swept acne.
the bay in 1981’?
Until that first Super Bowl championship, the team wa.
looked at with downcast eyes and sour expressions. But with
that significant victory over the Cincinnati Bengals, the team
became the people’s choice.
’the fans started coming out of the closet. ’they began
speaking about how they "use to brave it out in the had days. ..
Yeah right!
While the 49ers were playing at the "stick.- these fans
were at home with a beer in one hand and a channel changer in
another, watching the "Superstars Competition."
These people are also likely to be affected this summer
the Giants.
Already, with the "kids’ battling for first place, interest
has begun to swell.
"Candy." "Chili" and "Will" will soon be able to run
for mayor of San Francisco.
But once the season is over and the Giants have once again
been denied the opportunity to go to the World Series, see how
many "true" fans are around.
I.ike those of the Warriors, there probably won’t be too
many.
Because, to cite a trite old phrase, nobody likes a loser,
but everybody loves a winner.

Letters to the Editor
‘Hack’ writer has bad attitude
Editor,
The attitudes Jeff Goularte expressed about students protesting for education in his April 27 Viewpoint, "Protesters,
Demonstrators the Bane of U.S. Society," are out of touch.
As a culler for the SJSU Annual Fund I was rather annoyed when I heard recently that Ikukmejian’s budget would
Cul $1.7 million from SJSU’s budget. The goal of the project is
ramsc $500.000 for the academic programs on campus.
If Goularte believes students who want to raise money for
education are "thrill seekers" and "goldfish swallowers." I’d
fake to see him try to talk an alumnus into pledging SI ,000 to
SJSU and let him see just how thrilling it is,
!
If (’.oularte believes protesters abuse the First Amendment, he should consider this: It’s easier for a hack writer to
condemn demonstrations against budget cuts in education than
a is for thousands of students from all over California to summon enough civil courage to save education.
Ramon Sanchez
.11111101t
Theist re Arts/Drama

Concert complaints ignored by UPD
Editor,
University Police Chief I ew Schatz is badly misinformed
if he believes that his agency didn’t receive any complaints
about Friday’s Iron Maiden concert at Spartan Stadium. As an
adviser at Spartan Village, I personally called UPI) four times
about Friday’s events. I know several residents called UPI) to
complain also. Each time I was told by the dispatcher that UPI)
Was overloaded with concert -related complaints and couldn’t
respond to our calls.
Chief Schati also states that Friday’s coikeri didn’t create
any "serious situations.- Obviously, Schatz had no understanding of the situation at Spartan Village (which is next to the
stadium). Our complex was invaded by concert goers for much
of the day and night. These people were not only loud, abusive
and rowdy, but many were also under the influence of drugs
and alcohol.
A number of these individuals were using drugs on students’ front porches. stairwells and patios. Students at Spartan
Village repeatedly called UPI) throughout Me day and evening
for assistance, but to no avail. Apparently, UN) didn’t want to
upset any concert goers by confronting these individuals. Many
Spartan Village residents felt the situation was so bid, they
were forced to leave their homes.
If UPI) can’t provide adequate security for events of this
nature, the university should employ a security force that can
(bviously. till) wasn’t able to handle all the events Friday
evening
Allison Caves
Senior
Anthropology

CIA to blame for Linder’s death
Editor.
On April 28 the U S government murdered one of its own
Otiiens Hen tinder was gunned down in Nicaraguan village
*cause he committed the cruise of bringing light and electric-

ity to those who never had it before. Contras pulled the trigger.
but Washington paid for the guns and gave the orders. That was
no accident.
I knew Ben Tinder. and lam pained by his death. He was
one of the kindest people I have known. He was also an excellent engineer.
But if the CIA thinks that by killing Ben I.inder it can intimidate U.S. citizens from participating in health care, agrarian reforms and construction projects in Nicaragua, they are
wrong.
It is important for Americans to take a stand against the
U.S. government’s mercenary war in Nicaragua. Thai can he
done in Nicaragua as well as here in thc U.S. We need to talk 1,,
fellow students. family and friends and organize a inasss.
movement, like the one that stopped U.S. intervention in Vietnam, to bring an end to these atrocities and let Nicaragua determine its own future.
Rich liolluh
Junior
Accounting

Frisbee is worth A.S. money
Editor.
This letter is in response to an editorial entitled. "Frisbee
Fiasco, a Wanton Waste.- The Spartan Daily editorial staff
wrote "the A.S. Board of Directors couldn’t find anymore
wasteful ways to spend students’ funds than to support a frisbee
throwing competition . . .that benefits so few."
let me compliment the Daily editorial staff on getting the
amount right. It was $1,025, but as far as having any knowledge of the sport of ultimate, the staff showed themselves again
to be somewhat ignorant in their opinion. Editors should not
criticize what they don’t understand.
Frisbee is a brand name of Wham-o. The game of ultimate
is an intense, physically demanding sport much like soccer, not
a "frisbee throwing competition.- Money spent to develop an
organiiation and sport such as this at SJSU supports the entreg our students. I would
preneurial spirit of individuality a
hope the Spartan Daily would encourage this type of new and
exciting sport on our campus, as the A.S. Hoard of Directors
did.
I see SJSU as being very fortunate to host the state championship, attracting our fellow CSU students in a weekend
event at SJSU. This two day event is open to all students, wet
coming 16 campuses, from San Diego to Humboldt. Student,

Forum Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to espress
views on important issues.
The Spartan !tadn entourages readers to write letters 10 the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level. Phone numbers
and anonymous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second floor
of Dwight Bente! Hull, or to the Student Union information desk.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for libel, length, taste and clarity,

from across California will meet and compete at SJSU. This is
a state championship! Any other school would he proud to hold
this event.
Wake up. editors! this is the 80s. You should not be reluctant to support something simply because you know absolutely nothing about it. We have enough sensationalism. Spartan
Daily showed responsible reporting when you printed an article
in the beginning of the semester on what ultimate is. The article
was even positive. What happened’?
I.isa Mleri
Senior
icc a pat tonal Therap

A nurse’s job

IS

never really done

Nursing is the "heartbeat" of my protession. In rebuttal
to a recent article published in the Spartan Daily, nursing is not
merely a "branch" of medicine, it is in fact the center of the
health-care field. In the 1980s, nurses are no longer taught just
the fine art of emptying bed pans and fluffing pillows, we are
taught among other things: anatomy. physiology, chemistry.
pharmacology, psychology, sociology, and microbiology.
Nurses do have many barriers to overcome, but not towards earning full liberation and equality, hut rather to obtain
full recognition as professionals at the center of medicine. 1, for
one. do not want complete equality with men; I choose not to
dread going to work everyday.
One reality is indeed inadequate pay for the work. Nurses
have been underpaid for many years, but we are pushing not for
equality of pay but rather for pay comparable to our education
and responsibilities. F..C. Walters stated that our efforts are not
likely to pay off in our lifetime. But because of the continued
endurance and collaboration of nurses and student nurses nationwide, we are expediting a well deserved increase in pay.
Is nursing a traditional passive women’s role? Not hardly.
I cannot speak for the other "female professionals,- only for
my chosen profession. Nursing is one of the most aggressive.
stressful, yet rewarding careers entered today. Nurses have, by
chosing this profession, done what women are doing now;
"making definite, conscious career plans." We do realize that
in "all likelihood" we will be working diligently at our jobs
until retirement age.
men are getting
An interesting and pleasing note
smarter. Each year the nursing profession is welcoming in
more and more men who have finally realized that nursing is
medicine.
Nursing does have its drawbacks; inadequate pay and recognition. These are caused in part by the misgenerated importance placed on the physician’s role by an uninformed public
who have chosen to continue thinking of nurses as doctors’
hand maidens.
It is the nurse who cares for you 24 hours a day while
you’re in the hospital, it is the nurse who "doctors" you back
to health and in many cases, it is the nurse who keys you
alive. .this vital care is not performed by a "passive woman,"
but by an aggressive devoted woman or man who has proudly
and freely chosen to claim nursing as his or her lifelong profession.
Victoria Steffens
Senior
SWIM Nerse/Nundng Department
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Oscar
Guerra

Parting shots
the semester. many ideas for columns have
popped into my head. Sonic have developed into
great ideas, sonic only lasted one sentence. Like
the one that started off like this:
’To be a journalist is a thankless job, because when
we do something wrong, everybody is ready to pounce on
us, hut when we do something good, where are all the
D.,,,

critics

Another choice column that I have seen that never
made it to print was started by my favorite editor in the
newsroom:
’They put the red ones back in the M&Ms.
With this in mind, here are sonic incomplete columns that never quite grew up. but nevertheless are complete ideas all packed into a few words. . .
Weak-Kneed: The shortage of women’s restrooms
at public places is no laughing matter. and a case in point
exposed itself at the Kool and the Gang concert last Friday. While tens of women waited outside in the chill of
night for relief, a few brave women shuffled into no
woman’s land, the men’s room. and braved the harsh
treatment front some unsympathetic men, calling them
’hitches and whores.’
Grafitti Art: Grafitti artists have been plaguing
downtown busin....
struggling to stay afloat. City officials may borrow an idea from San Diego. where a park
was built under a bridge overpass. Chicano Park, and features some of the best murals in the United States on the
support columns. The area also has a park area. a stage
and a playground. Prime location’? Under 1-280 between
Almaden Avenue and Vine Street, where there are at
le.,4Ill barren acres and 20 to 30 giant columns ready to
Truced up.
Beer City: I never really thought about it before, but
e I’ve been working part-time at the San Jose Flea
Market the last two-and -a -half years, I have poured about
45,600 Buds and about the same number of Cokes, and
finly remember spilling one beer on a customer. Sounds
like the steady hand brain surgeons are made of.
Course of Action: San Jose State is a boring campus. The hest way to have a good time on the SJSU campus on a weekend is to leave and go somewhere else.
What we need on this campus is a permanent 18 -hole disc
golf course. Frisbee golf, as Iii’. more commonly known.
is a relatively obscure sport compared to some of the
other offerings that one may take up in the regular schedule, including aquaditioning (aerobics in the pool). beginning Aikido (a self-defense) or beginning Hatha Yoga
(who knows). But the beauty of Frisbee golf is that there
is no prerequisite; have Frisbee and a sunny day, will
play
Equitable Chore: The Journalism 160 class (advanced reporting) has just completed its publication of
’Toward Equity.’ a 20-year capsule of the struggle of
this university to bring ethnic balance in education, of
which I was a part of. We learned a lot about ourselves
and of others. We had to overcome some heavy reservations; racism was a bun word throughout the pages. But
reaction outside the department has been unusually quiet.
If anyone read it, we would like to hear your view of it.
Write cm letters to the Editor.
Football Fever: With the close of spring drills,
some old wounds have resurfaced. The inanity of the
coaches and the writers to leave SJSU out of the Top
Twenty titter ranking them 18th in one poll and after winning the Cal Bowl still amaies me. Only a 12-0 season
will open the eyes of biased reporters back East. With a
tough act to follow, though, look for the Spartans to finish 7-4, good for second place in the IVA A. Sorry,
Mike
See Va, Jose: lam a graduating senior. and I will
never forget my year on the Daily It has been spiced with
controversy and raucousness, and some good, clean fun.
The people that I have been associated with in the journalism department have reinforced my beliefs that the
field revolves around interaction, and people loving people. Since that muggy day in January, 1985 when I got
my first glimpse of SJSU. I have grown attached to the
place. Even though I have been known to blast Jose, I
now know it was all for the betterment of Slat. San Jose
is growing up. and I’d
e to meet her in her prime when
I return.
Oscar ( urns is associate editor, and will be
found on the boardwalk in San Diego and at Jack
Morphs Stadium, cheering the Padres nut of the cellar.
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Chili, barbecue bring bucks
Dateline
for new KSJS transmitter
Hart: ‘I have nothing to hide’
By Paige ( !forget
Daily stall writer
The aroma of hot dog v. hamburgei.
and spicy chili tilled the air .fuesday
KSJS disc jockeys and personnel held a
barbecue benefit for the radio campus
station.
The event, held at the barbecue pits,
raised about $200 for the station. said
Chns Bucholtz. KSJS public relaome,
director.
David Yohn. KSJS station manager, said the proceeds from the benefit
will go to the purchase of equipment for
the static.r.,....ew transmitter.
The transmitter is scheduled to be ill
operation on Big Coyote Mountain in
Santa Teresa County Park by next semester. Yohn said.
Shane Leeming, KSJS program director. and Nancy Sutton, public service
announcement announcer, organized the
event.
"Part ot my job is to organize
events to raise money tor the station."
Sutton said.
Both the food and paper products
were donated to the barbecue. Leeming
said.
Spartan Vending donated the
drinks. Central Cash and Carry donated
the paper supplies. San Jose Food Co-op
donated the chili ingredients and Wonder
Bread donated the buns for the hot dogs
and hamburgers.
Donations from the sponsors were
in exchange for on-campus and on-theair promotion. I,eeming said.
The featured delicacy at the event
was the chili made by Brad Stone, KSJS
disc jockey and jazz director.
"I won first place in the Santa Clara

The

No AIDS skin transmission

ohn awrence

I aily sta photograp em

Radio/’V/01m sophomore Matt Naters mans the KSJS barbecue.
County Chili Cook Off.- Stone said.
Customers praised Stone’s "hot"
chili.
"It’s the best I’ve ever had. said
SJSU alumnus Bob Helms.
To help draw more people to the
event, KSJS invited members of the
band Concrete Blonde to sign autographs
and give away albums.

"We knew the band was playing at
One Step Beyond.- Yohn said. "So we
called them and they said they would
come down."
KSJS is also planning a benefit concert on June I at One Step Beyond. a
Santa Clara nightclub. The eoncen will
feature the band Hip Sway, Hucholu
said.

Alcohol, breast cancer link discovered
Pu numicim v.ho takc ancc alcoholic
itosioN (Alt)
drinks a week have an in, eased chance of breast cancer, and
just one drink a day is associated with a 50 percent increase in
the risk of this disease, two studies conclude,
The findings suggest that alcohol could be responsible for
10 percent to 15 percent of all breast cancer. a disease that
strikes about one in 10 women at some time during their lives.
The studies, published in Thursday’s New England Journal of Medicine, found that women who drink modest amounts
of liquor, beer or wine are more likely to get breast cancer later
in their lives than those who don’t drink.
"I think we can’t be completely sure there is a cause -andeffect association,- said Dr. Walter C. Willett of the Harvard
School of Public Health, who directed one ot the studies.
"Nevertheless, the consistency between the different studies is
rather remarkable.
"A fairly substantial proportion of breast cancer can be attributed to alcohol consuniption, should this relationship turn
not to be causal." said Dr. Arthur Schatzkin of the National

Cancer Institute. director I the other studs
The Harvard study found that women who consume a
drink or more a day have a 50 percent higher risk of breast cancer than do those who never drink -those who is crage half a
drink a day have a 30 percent increased risk. Below three
drinks a week, there was no increased danger.
In general. the National (.’ancer Institute study it found
that those who drink are 50 percent more likely to get breast
cancer than are those who never drink, him those who consume
more than three drinks a week, it found a 60 percent to 100 percent increase in risk
It would he reasonable for a woman to wail until more information is aadahle before deciding whether to change her
drinking habits. kk ;nett said.
"One might recuummend, then." he wrote. "that women
at especially high risk tor breast cancer, such as those who are
hese . who have haul tew children, who were lire pregnant
when they were older than 25 or whose mothers had breast cancer. should curtail their alcohol ingestion.-
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Communications Studies Department will hold a discussion on Racial Violence in Santa Clara County from 12:30
to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at Hugh Gillis
ball. Room 215. (’all the Communicemins Studies Department at 277-29(12 for
ntormation.
Student Affirmative Action-Retention. the Chicane Alliance, Career Plan fling and Placement and Student Affirnative Action are presenting "Career for
at
Prolessionals.’
Spanish -Speaking
I 2:30 p.m. today in Student Union Almaden Room. Call Deb Boogaard at
277-2272 for information.
Career Planning and Placement is
having a Co-op Orientation at 1:30 p.m.
today in Student Union Costanoan
Room. Call Deb Boogaard al 277-2272
tor information.

STAFF

India

Students

Border crossers get protection

Soul group gets political

Major cocaine figures snared

Student Health Services is provid- a .111. tit I
p.m.
iuuday in Student
ing measles immunizations today from 8 Union Guadalupe Room. Call Steve at
to 10 a.m. in Health Building. Room 293-4630 for information.
210. Call Oscar Battle at 277-3622 or
277-9074 for information.
SJSU Staff for Individual Rights is
holding a debate on honvosexuals and
Gay and Lesbian Alliance is hold- Christians at noon today in the Spartan
ing a final semester meeting from 11:30 Memorial Chapel.

Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)

an extraordinary news Wednesday as authorities arrested more than 40 major U.S
HANOVER. N.H. (API In
conference Wednesday. Gary Hart denied having sex with j and Colonihian drug figures in Los Angeles, Miami and
New York
Aliarni woman and said. "I have nothing to hide
For 51 minutes in a packed hotel lounge. the DemoIn a project dubbed "Operation Pisces,’’ up to 20 Drug
cratic presidential candidate answered diuens of questions Entorcement Adnimistration undercover agents laundered
a
29
-year-old
with
Donna
Rice.
SI 16 million in illicit drug money over the past three years.
about his relationship
model and actress.
officials said.
Sometimes angry in his responses, he admitted "a seAmong those captured or being sought Wednesday
ries of mistakes,’ but declared: "I’m not stupid .
were three of the top leaders of Columbian cocaine traffickHan said he considers adultery unmoral, but he ad- ing and money laundering cartels, including the operators of
amantly refused to answer questions about whether he had two MAWS st drug rings in the United States. Up to 80 8.
rests were expected Wednesday.
ever committed adultery.
"I don’t have to answer that question because you get
Simultaneously with Wednesday’s arrests, the Pana-*
manian government. using j new law aimed at halting drug
into some fairly fine definitions," he said
But asked specifically if his statements meant he had money laundering in the Central American country, froze
not hzi..des. twat relations with Rice, Hart answered: that’s
54 accounts in IN of that nation’s banks where drug pro*
torr
seeds twin Operation Pisces were deposited
"I’m a human being," the Democratic front-runner
unprecedented action in Panama means that the
said at a news conference following a speech at Dartmouth traffickers’ hank accounts now will be opened to U.S. drug,
College. "But believe me. if my intent was to base a agents, ss ho will It y to track the money trail with the goal of
relationship with a woman, particularly this attractive ot sei/ing all the hit illy gamed funds. two DFA officials told.
reponers during a briefing
one. I certainly wouldn’t have gone about it in this way."
The operation supplied the DF..A with enough informaLee Hart, who had canceled plans to join her husband
in New York on Tuesday because of a sinus infection, broke tion to enable local authorities to arrest more than 350 peoher silence Wednesday. telling reporters that she was not ple since 1984 and to WM: !mire than 19.000 pounds of co.:
taint’ su 101 Ot is httletsille Salue of $270 million.
disturbed by her husband’s association with Rice.
On Sunday, The Miami Herald published a story saying Hart spent much of the weekend at his Washington
townhouse with Rice while his wife was in Colorado. On
11)5 \\(ilt IS i API
Researchers have found the
Monday. Rice told reporters the weekend was an innocent
51115 suns infects ceriain disease -lighting cells withit.
one. And Tuesday. Hart went before the nation’s newspaper the
skin, mu I he% said Wednesday the virus cannot be transpublishers to deny any immoral behavior and to denounce
mitted lus skin to skin contact
the story as false.
las be it idle discos cry I will give us some clue %Mit’
-5111S patient. get Kapost’s sark-oma. s%hk.h is a skin tumor:.
and why (hes get other hifarre skin infections." said Suitt
major decision. a U.S. anne Ciartnei ot the I S National Cancel Institute.
1.0S ANGELES (API In a
District judge has ruled that the Border Patrol can’t expel
The scientists from the University ot Vienna and the
agricultural workers caught illegally entering the country NCI also speculated the presence of AIDS virus in disease...
who claim they arc eligible for amnesty.
fighting Langerhans cells in skin might explain why so,
The Immigration and Naturalization Service fears that 111:1M people nese’ develop AIDS until sears after they are
the ruling could trigger a surge in illegal border crossings.
intected by the c urns
"Anything that encourages that conduct is. to us.
\ !boili it Ihill the sums persists and reproduces for
scary." said William Odencrantz. western regional counsel years in I angel ham yells and other similar cells, causing
tor the INS in Ins Angeles.
symptoms of -AIDS unity after it es etttually infects white
Dieing its iiscal year which ended Oct. 31. 1986. the blood cells called I
ly mphocytes. (ianner said.
INS caught 1.8 million people entering this country illegally
I he v inis %%.val’t found in actual skin cells, only in
over the Mexican border, up from 1.3 million in 1985 and 1 lengerhans cells. which are located in the bottom of the epmillion in 1984. All three were record years.
idermis. or outermost lase’ of skin. she said. Langerhans
The preliminary injunction was signed May 5 Ill Soolci .1
cells normally help tient disc.,’ by recogni/ing ins ading
mento by U.S. Distriet Judge 1-arry Karlton but isn’t to be- foreign material and processing it so it can be destroyed by
come effective until May 10. Oclencrantz said.
1-4 cells. Gartner said
He said the government hasn’t decided it it will appeal.
The injunction, filed on behalf of the United Farm
Workers union. Catholic Social Services of Sacramento and
tit 101AI-Sri,Apt
Njetithey ttt: the ,,,,l_mek
other groups, was won by attorneys for the Los Angelesband "Kool and the Gang.’ say they plan to donate part of
liased National tenter for Immigrant Rights.
Si issue Is .1 pr is ision in the nation’s new immigration die receipts 1min concerts this weekend to a group seeking a
law that set up special rules for agricultural workers who state holiday humoring the Res Martin 1.uther King Jr.
Gov Kan Mecham in January rescinded a King holideal with perishable commodities.
Among those rules is a requirement that, to qualify tun- day- created tiy his predecessor, Bruce Rabbit, claiming it
amnesty. they need only have worked in the United States was done illegally
Since then. Stec le Wonder and the -Doobie Eirothecr
tor 90 days during the 12 months ended in May 1986.
provision, designed to keep from causing havoc in have boycotted the state over the King’hulliday issue, and
handonated
1.12
an undisclosed amount of money to a group
the agriculture industry that relies heavily on illegal aliens
to harvest crops, prohibited exclusion of agricultural work - seeking to recall Mecham
Robert "Kind" Bell. hass player and a founder of
cis in such circumstances
"kool and the Gang.- said Itiesday that the members had
considered bypassing Arizona but were persuaded by Arizonans for a M fin I th Ki
J S
H I d
WASHINGTON
The country’s most elaborate planned appearances Eriday in Tempe and Saturday in Tucundercover operation against cocaine traffickers ended s,

Association

294-4249 for information.
l’he Theatre Arts Department is pc
seining Goldoni’s "Servant of Two Mas
ters" at 12:30 p.m, tomorrow at the lawn
outside Clark I.ibrary. Call Allan., at
277-2763 for infinination.
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277-3171

The most
’ excitmg few hours
you’ll spend
all week.

. .
,

a

T.

Run, Climb. Rappel. Navigate.
lead. And develop the
confidence and skills you won’t
get from a textbook. Enroll
in Army ROTC as one
of your electives. Get the facts
today. BE ALL YOU CAN HI.
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have a student -faculty colloquium and a
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Juke BennettImagination and Morality,
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p M. today in Student Union Umunhum
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ADVERTISE

SJSU ski club will hold elections and a meeting at 7:30 p.111. today in
the Student Union Umunhuni Room
Call Chuck Dale at 268-5633 for information.

At SJSU
See Captain George Jicha
MacOuarrie Hall 309
277-2985

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS’ TRAINING CORPS

a .. .

Jett Kress
100 COOper
NetIonal Advertising Meneger
NetIonal Assistant Men eget
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Call Stephen Voss at 277-2871
information.
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The Ikpartment of Math and Coin
puler Sciences will hold a lecture 17I1
"How People Happen to Become Math ematicians." by Constance Reid at 3
p.m, today in MacQuarrie Hall, Room
324. Call Marilyn at 277-2411 for informinion.

Larry Afars, Flosha Arnone. JOhn Begley.
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for information.
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edesme.
I
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I
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general meeting of the year at 7:30 p.m
George Sak,nstad
in
Student
Union Costanoan Room, Call
Artists
Chtf Ash... tlegona Avoles. Shannon Beglin. Ste
John at 374-1966 for information.
priers* Carron. Chrosta Cook. Denny I SW Cathy
lass.’. Coronne Maimed. Sheryl Vove110.
The Associated Students Program
Karen Waller
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Board is accepting applications for a
l
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the Student Union. Deadline is May 12
at noon. Call Victoria Johnson at 2771201 for information.
Campus Crusade for Christ will
hold a debate on Biblical View of Homi.sexuality- today at noon in the Spartan Memorial Chapel, Call Dan ydar at

100% Cotton Futons
and wood frames.
Easily convert from
Couch to bed

UTONS

OCC
0010 ot .11
NNISttic
916 So. Bascom Ave., S.J. gokrinoci

Largest selection of
contemporary sofa -beds
Affordable, yet elegant

(3 blocks south of Hwy. 280)

z (408) 293-3355

.Y0-1113

No credit necessar !
Graduating within 6 months?
Or did you graduate within the p,tst year>
Buy a brand new Smythe Buick without
established credit!
Here’s the fine print: (1) No credit record is no problem
a bad credit record is a no -no. (2) You need a firm
commitment for a job. (3) The monthly payment
must not exceed 200. of your monthly net income.
That’s it!

Then, choose either a
S400 "Graduate Rebate

11

lit add 111011 II.) dny otl let d phi.. Ib ki UMAC rebate’
Use as part of your down payment or a nywaV VOU

wish!)
or make no payment for
90 days!
For a personal appointment,
call: (408) 983-5300
You don’t have to make an appointment, of course.
Just drop in. But, call ahead, and we’ll have a sales
representative available just for you. Learn about
Graduate First Time Buyer Program and which
new Buick is just right for you.

sor

[HOURS:
Af -F 10-8
Sat. 10-8
Sun. 12-5

Drive into your
future in a
brand new
Buick!

NO
INTEREST

try=4,-,

ass

Buick !sum
Stevens Creek Boulevard (Automobile Row)
at Kiely.
Where we sell more new Buicks than any other dealer
in Northern California. Find out why’
4201
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Discus thrower
aims for 3rd title

Spartan Daily File Photo
S.’S!, discus thrower Dan Katches winds up to throw the discus in a
meet last season. Katches, a senior, will be going for his third PCAA

discus title this weekend in [nine at the PCAA Championships. The
Spartan team will also he competing at the Championships.

Spartans travel south for PCAA’s
15y JellTt:oularle
Daily staff writer
The SJSU track team will head into
-this weekend’s PCAA Championships in
Irvine attempting to catch two teams.
. Fresno State and (IC -Irvine. which Spar-

Track
tan head coach Marshall Clark predicts
:Will he overwhelming favorites.
"Based on the season’s best performances. Fresno appears to have the meet
pretty iouch under control.’ Clark said.
"ben. Irvine with their tremendous
running team. For us, well be in a real
battle for third place with Long Beach
and Santa Barbara.
For the youthful Spartans - IX 01
the 32 members 01 the team are c
pletmg their initial seam iii ti Division I competition
Clark thinks Chris Recede.
Demetrius Caner, Carlin Davis, Dan
Ketches, Neil Leonard, Shawn Majeski,
FA ’fucker and David Villalobos all have
the potential to score points for the team.
Becerra will be competing in both
the 800-meter and I .500-meter races. To
make it to Saturday’s finals. this sophii
more middle-distance runner, who has
recorded the PCAA’s second-best time
of the year 1349.5) in the 1.500, will
have to he among the top -finishers of
Friday’s qualifying heats.
"(’hns has an outside chance to win
to the I .5(X)." Clark said. "Hut it will be
tough; he has 10 qualify and we’re running him in (both events). It’s a tough
donble, particularly if the weather stays
a.. hut as it’s been
Roth Caner and Davis are freshmen. and Clark expects the duo to be
competitisC ii their hurdling en!’.

Carter has the third fastest time
(47.7) in the 4(X)-meter intermediate hurdles, while Davis has also recorded the
third best time, at 14.86, in the 110meter high hurdles. He is also a Spartan
decathlon entrant. and Clark hopes he
will place well in that event.
But perhaps the Spartans’ best
chance for an individual title rests with
Ketches, a discus thrower and shot putter.
The senior from Millbrae has out tossed his nearest competitor by 10 feet
in the discus, and is in good position to
earn his third conference title -- a feat
never before accomplished in the PCAA.
Leonard, a junior who Clark indicated might he redshined next season.
has put the shot farther than anyone else
in the conference. except Fresno’s John
Bender.
With Leonard, Ketches and Mark
Kleyerhoff all participating in this event,
as well as the discus. Clark anticipates
the trio scoring big points for the team.
"Neil is a very solid second -place
candidate in the shot put; we should
score sonic good points in the shot put."
Clark said.
Clark, in his third season as head
coach. said Majcski is capable of placing
among the top four finishers in the decathlon, an event in which he has accumulated the conference’s third -highest
point total. The junior from San Jose also
participates in the 400-meter intermediate hurdles
Tucker. a junior who runs in the
K00-meter race and a leg on the I
meter relay team, has the ability to score
points for the Spartans.
"Although his record might not Indus ate he’d he .1 contender. I.tl’s been

For us. we’ll be in a real
battle for third place with
Long Beach and Santa
Barbara.’
Marshall Clark,
SJSt. track coach

running very well," Clark said "He ran
well over the weekend (winning his heat
at the Johnny Mathis Invitational), and I
think he will contend in the 8(81-ineter5.’
Villelobos is coming oft a foot injury just in time for the championships.
In his first competitive meet since he was
injured at the beginning of April, the
freshman won his 110-meter high hurdle
heat at last Saturday’s invitational. lie
also ran a leg for the one -mile relay
team, which finsihed third
"Dave won his heat (last Saturday).
which was a pleasant surprise." Clark
said. "He’s still a little short on conditioning, but with each passing day, we
hope he’ll be better.**
Paul Abbott, Terry Duncan, Mike
Matthews, Fred Payton, Rod Sanders,
Steve Scholz. Mark Kigali. Jim Reis.
I.arry Weldon and Tim Williams arc
other SJSU spikesters with the ability to
place among the PCAA elite.
Abbott. a junior, will compete in
the ’I ti-meterdash and might he selected

Ex-USF coach dies of cancer
I

- Phil
Woolpen, who co... lied University of
San Francisco to a pair of NCA A basketball ehampionships in 1955 and 1956.
Oted of lung cancer at his home near Se Om on fuesday lie was 71.
.
Woollen’s two national title teams
wled by Bill Russell and K C Jones,
1e,4,in Wei starred tor the Boston Celtics
M the NBA Jones non coaches the Cel
ncs and Russell was just named the new
eenich of the Sacramento Kings.
Woolpen had been diagnosed is
having lung cancer last summer. He n as
stirvived by his wile. Mary, and fist
children. He was a native of Danville
lie coached at USF for nine sea
Idris. when he resigned with a 149-74 re
gard in 1959. After Woolpert left USI
1,6 coached the San Francisco Saints it
old American Basketball League iii

WORK IN JAPAN
Individuals with a degree ni
experience in electronics K
electrical engineering. TESOI
linguistics, pharmacy or
business management
interested in teaching Fnglish
for one year in Japan to
employees of major
corporations government
ministries should write to
International Education Services
Shin Taiso Bldg. 10-7.
Dogenzaka 2-chome
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150, Japan
Information on the position will
be sent after receiving a
detailed resume and
photograph

1961-62. He later became the basketball
coach and athletic director at University
of San Diego, where he compiled a 90-90 record from 1962 through 1969.
He moved to the Sequim area in
1972 and dnive a bus for the Sequim
School District until his retirement two
years ago.
"I’m sure he had a full life," said
ScAll Iv SuperSonics Coach Bernie Hick-

Positions Available Now!
Workirig 6-9pm Monday-Thursdil
and 2 Saturdays pcr month.
Contacting RCA/GE customers in
rrgards to manufacturer’s warranty
Ind extending those warranties.

\’( offer paid training, hourly wagcs.
I)1115 commission.
Excellent communication
skills a must!
Phone Mr. Edison I xtween lliIIfl4Ifl
for immediate consideratiott
3744)350
iII I 2 s Ttilly Fict (W)
IA

0

ing schedule. that makes it enjoyable.*
Katches. whose 187-9 toss is
SiSrs tourth-hest mark ever, does .a
considerable amount of training to pre
pare himself for the season. He said
weight lifting is an integral pan ot his
preseason workouts.
Once the season begins. he COM en
Oates more on his throwing technique
and sprints to condition himself.
.1he discus throw isn’t Ketches’
only event, however. The 6-2, 231)
pounder also participates in the shot put
event
"I was recruited as a discus
thrower, and that’s what I’m pnmarilly
here for," Ketches said. "Basically.
I’ve done the shot to pick up some
points. but I’ve enjoyed it more this year
then in niy entire life.
Though in the end Ketches is icsponsible for his own performance, he
credits assistant coach Mike Weeks with
much of his suci.ess.
"Without a doubt. Mike’s one ot
the top coaches in the nation," he said
"In terms of his committment to his athletes as a friend and coach, it really
shows."
Katches has one last chance to qualify for the NCA A Championships to be
held June 3-6 in Baton Rouge. 1.a. But
for that to materialize. lie will have to
throw the discus at least NO tect this
weekend.
"It’s going to take a miracle.
Katches said. ’’l figure all things are
possible. hut I don’t truly expect to go tii
the NCAA’s. It will take quite a toss
qualify, but we’ll see what happens.
SJSU head
thinks Katches is
realistic chance
NCAA’s, though

coach Marshall Clark
the only Spartan with a
of advancing to ilfe
it will be tough.

this year. Ketches is probably the
only one, and he’s going to have to catch
the big throw," Clark said. "He’s capik
bit:. hut time is miming out."

Coming May 12th
A cliff-hanger that
W( n’t let you ri
0
aCCeSS

Open Forum Today
All faculty, students and staff are
invited to attend a short address and
participate in a question answer session
with:

Dr. J. Richard
Williams
Dean of Engineering
California State University, Long Beach

Academic Vice President
Candidate
May 7, BC 309

2:00-3:00

Go first class at economy fare!

crstaff, who played for Woolpen in Sir
Diego. "He certainly helped a lot iii
plc, including myself. Phil left a I
positive things in this world."
"Phil was so far ahead ot
coaches in recruiting black plas,
scary." said Pete Newell. sit
California to an NCAA
"There were a lot of rednecks ha, I.
then

111LCA

Nc.11 I ,

to run on the 1,600-meter relay entry,
which has recorded the conference’s
third fastest time this year. Rigali also
has a shot at running one of the 1,600meter legs.
Duncan. a senior, has an opportunity to run one of the legs on the 400meter relay and will participate in the
long jump.
Matthews and Williams. both juniors. will be SJSU’s steeplechase entries. and Schol? and Rivera will join Reseda as I ,5fX)-nieter entrants.
Reis, a sophomore who placed
fourth in the high jump in last year’s
chanipionships, has tied the PCAA’s
second best effort this season, and
should contend.
Weldon, a senior who has been the
Spartan’s top long juniper and triple
juniper over the past three seasons, will
try to gamer his third PC’AA triple jump
title. The former defensive back on lii
SJSU football team will need to .
about six feet to his season hest of 4;
to catch Fresno’s Ken Frazier. who has
jumped over 53 feet, for the top honor.
For the Spartans, who have cons
piled an overall record of 5-5 in dual
meet competition this season, this meet
will mark the end of a rebuilding season
Clark has been encouraged by what he’s
seen.
’It hasn’t been a had season lot
us,’’ Clark said. "We’re getting about as
much out of these guys as we expected.
particularly with as many young athletes
as we have.
"To put Carter, Davis and Villalo
Nis into the pressure situations as much
as we have, they’ve responded well
They’ve grown and improved this sea -

By Jeff lieularte
Daily staff writer
For SJSU track team member Dan
Ketches, this weekend’s PCAA Track
and held Championships will be an opportunity to win a third discus title..
But the fifth-year senior from Millbrae, who won championships in 1984
and 1986, isn’t anticipating an easy time,
despite the fact he has out -thrown his
nearest PCAA competitor by over 10 feet
this year.
"It does (look like I’ve got a good
chance at winning)," Ketches said.
"But the discus is a very inconsistent
event. On a given day. you never know
what can happen.
"I’ve learned not to count niy
chickens before they’re hatched. I just
hope to do my best. It would definitely
be nice to win.’’
Ketches, who achieved his lifetime
best of 187-9 last season, has seen his
performance drop off slightly this year
(his best throw to date has been 175-71.
but is still determined to do his best to
win the conference championship.
"Basically, when I’m out there my
philosophy is to throw my best, perform
to my highest and whatever happens is
what happens." Ketches said.
"It would be nice to win the conference title, but I’m out there to throw because God has given me the ability. I’ll
do my best for him and see what the outcome is. Whether I win is not relevant.’’
For this industrial design major, his
drop in performance is a mystery.
"I can’t pinpoint the reason fie the
drop in my performance," Katches said.
"My strength level and speed are about
as peel or better than last year. But if
you’re not doing something right in the
ring, you can lose a good 10 feet on your
throws.
"les disappointing because I was
throwing in the 180s last year," he said.
"In terms of my perfomiance, it’s been a
rough season, but I’ve been learning a lot
and enjoying the season nevertheless.
I’ve comforted myself by saying my
character is being built up."
What Katches enjoys is both the
comradery and the individual competitive aspect of being a member of the
SJSU track team.
"There’s a learn atmosphere, plus
you are your own boss." Ketches said.
"By the end of a competition, you have
yourself to blame or reward in terms of
Irmohow you do. And you set your

Only $5 Per unit
at Evergreen Valley College

Express 3 week summer session
Day and Evening Courses Include:
21020
21030
21032
21090
21104
21130
26030
28069
26080
28090
26094

30A
40
45
1
1110

27176

70

20
60
1
10
40

Intro to Chemistry
Intro to Argument
Small Group Corn
Survey American History
Intro to Philosophy
Social Problems
Oral Communication
Basic Logic
American Government
General Psychology
Vietnamese Culture
(Cultural Pluralism)
Child Development.
(by television)

N F
M.F
M-F
MmMr
M-F
M -F
AA.F

M.TH

3 units
3 units
3 unitS
3 units
3 units
3 units
3 units
3 units
3 unitS
3 units
3 units

8:00- 1:35
960-12.15
160- 4.16
90012.I5
900-12:15
900-12:15
8 00- 915
600-9:15
8.00- 9:15
630.945
500- 9:10

3 units

June Er - 26
Regular six week
summer session also
available June 29 to
August 7.
Ro information call:
(408) 274-7900 or
(408) 270-6450

Other course offerings Include:
Business, COmiputer Information Systems Physical Education, Real Estate
Supervision

Registration begins May 26, M -F 9 am -4 pm
and M-Th 5 pm -8 pm or first day of class
Show SJSU student ID for express registration.

EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE
3095 YERBA BUENA RD SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA
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SJSU stymied
by Santa Clara
Spartans drop 4th to Broncos
By Stepien Ellison
Daily stal writer
At hues, baseball is not all fun and
games. Every once in a while, a team
takes a beating. as did SJSU Tuesday
night i. a non -conference game against
Santa (lara.
Athough the 4-3 final score might
not inticatc that the Spartans were dorninated ry the Broncos in their last home
game of 1987, in essence, they acre
!tom the second inning on. Bronco

Baseball
pitcte’s set down one batter after another
withou yielding a hit or even a potential
hit. Aid while Spartan coach Sam Piraro
is alwtys the first to admit that his team
is not werpowering, this was about the
worst teatment they’ve received from an
opposikg pitching staff all year long.
"Otie were dominated as much as a
team ran be dominated," Piraro said.
"We titre manhandled by their pitchers.
We dich’t have one hard-hit ball after the
secontinning. And I’ll tell you, the odds
of that lappening aren’t very high."
Inthe first two innings, there was
little eridence that the Spartan offense
was aqua to experience a period of serious !cession. Productivity was a bit
above-tverage for the Spartans in the
first inking, when three runs crossed the
plate t* four hits.
As the second inning progressed, it
lookedas it the Spartans would continue
to furnish a comfortable lead for starting
pitchei Anthony Telford 110-6). But,
with tie bases loaded and a 3-1 count to
Todd ’Lagai. the events took a turn fiir

the v. trrse.
Eagan took a swipe at a pitch that
Piraro felt would have been ball four.
-I felt that was a very pivotal part
of the game," Piraro said. "If Todd
would have walked, that would have
been another run for us and they probably would have taken that pitcher out of
the game."
As it was, Eagan struck out, the
broncos came back with two runs in the
following inning and their starter was
able to continue on.
After that, there was no question
that the Spartans were having trouble at
the plate, but they weren’t about to let it
effect their performance in the field.
"Defensively we played our best ot
the year," Piraro said. "They hit Telford
hard and they could have easily scored
seven or eight runs. Tony hung in there
and was very competitive, but our defense kept us in the gaine.’
The Spartans turned three double
plays and nailed three Bronco baserunners at the plate.
SJSU 131-251 has faced the Broncos
four times this season, each time losing
by one or two runs. And each time they
have experienced the same problem
lack of production.
"We didn’t get mam, haserunners
after the second inning." Pirani said
"When we did, we had problems 111,1%
ing them. We were overmatched."
This weekend, the Spanans will
conclude the 1987 season with a three game series at UC-Irvine. The Anteaters
currently have a hold on third place in
game behind 1.1C the PCAA Just
Santa Barbar,i

NCAA picks finalists
for executive director
KANSAS CITY. Mo. (AP) -- A
college preident, an athletic director, a
conference commissioner and a former
NCAA proident were named as the finalists Tuuday in the NCAA’s search
for a new mccutise director to succeed
Walter Byes.
They ye:
58, president of
Jon W. Ryan,
Indiana Uiversity and past chairman of
Commission.
the NCAAPresidents
Schiller, 47. coinIfirvey W.
inissioncr of the Southeastern Conference.
Davis, 59, long-time facack
ulty repesentative front Oregon State
and imaediate past president of the
NCAA.
Dick Schuh?, 58. Virginia athletic diector and chairman of the powercommittee for the men’s
schction
ful
basketful! tournament.
’We agree unanimously as a corn mine, that these are the indtviduals most
bight. qualified for the position,’ Will
Bade/, chairman of the search committee, *id. "We had applications and recumnendations on approximately 80 Noplc. which provided us an excellent pool
fron which to choose candidates for this
imfortant
A decision will be made, following
another round of interviews, by midJune. Bailey said at a news conference.

rector ot Tecial programs at Oregon
State. tie has a Ph.D. in agricultural engineering from Michigan State and was
NCAA president 1985-87, succeeded
Bailey. He is married with four children.
Ryan has been Indiana Unii..ersity’s
president since 1971 and was thrust into
prominence in college athletics in 1984
as first chairman of the newly former
Presidents (’omminission. Married and
the father of three, he holds a Phi), in
political science from Indiana.
Schiller was named commissioner
of the Southeastern Conference in September. 1986 after serving 24 years as an
Air Force officer. He rose to the rank of
colonel and received many military
awards, including the Legion of Merit
and the Distinguished fling Criss. He
holds a Ph. I) in chemistry from the University of Michigan is inamed and the
father of two. Schiller is chairman of
Games Preparation Committee of the
U.S. Olympic Committee.
Schuhu is perhaps the most is idely
known of the four because tit his work
with the basketball tournament Ile was
head basketball coach at Iowa in 1974-76
bas extensive radio and television experience. He is married with three children.
He was named chairman ot the basketball committee in 1985 and also chaired
the committee that negotiated a new
three-year basketball tournament contract with CBS. He became athletic director at Virginia in 1981.

Nancy Nadel - Daily stall photographer
Spartan third baseman Bob Straight gets hack to first before Santa
Clara first baseman Joe t;iisland can make the tag. The Broncos won

Spartans seek NCAA golf title
Ity Stephen ElliS011
Daily staff writer
In the weeks beton: the SJSI %Loin
en’s ’ill team departs tor Albuquerque.
24i to begin play in the
\I
\
the, all he
the;
thinkme Ilt utile 1111111111(1111

shouldn’t
emit,
I loss es er,
be miss onsoued. Without question. this
is the biggest tournament ot the year tor
the Spartans and, along with Gale, the
plir et. are both nervous and anxious
" I hex ’re preparing for it as if it

Gale said.
The IVAA Coach of the Yeal esti
mated that by tee -off time in Albuquerque. when all the regular-season results
are computed. SJSU should move up to
the No 2 slot in the national rankings.

Ilt)r Malta IMMIM11011... (1:110

One might think that the atmosphere at such an e%,111 as the NCA A
limol.,111%.111 is %cry
Intense and secs
!terse-rat:1,1mi tor J young golfer. But,
through experience Gale has learned that
the opposing players are relaxed and
friend’s toward each other.

55

itiusly the internal ansiet.x is
greater. But we’re not going to approach
Ii .1115differentls It’s Just another tournament that’s unpin tant.’’
I he S11,111,111. us ill he making a post season appearance tor the ninth tune in
the past Ill years Ibis hsiniili,irily is one
ot the lactors (late cited as an advantage
tor the Spartans
salt)

Golf
linal exams
than golf
Although the women aren’t scheduled tii play in any official tournaments
fill’ the tollowing three weeks. they
probably he busici than they lhoe been
all year long.
Besides covering the List, 01 study
Mg or finals. the Spartans %%Ill lit’ Making sex cral trips to the Villages iii San
Jose tor practice rounds fhese sessions
are a Means or preparing for the long
South Course at the I Mversity oh New
Mexico. which is where the tournament
will he played.
’Right now . we lust want lintel the
out III the
menial pail
final exams
WaY SO we can concentime on the phi...at:al part... said MST’ coach Mark (

"Ohs

"[would have to say we hasc a definite adYantage because vse’Ye beaten all
the other teams ipanicipating in the Na
!tonal.’ at least ,111,:e during the year and
we’ve been there hcfoic. he said ’Sta.
t teal ly we should do sirs ssell
But there art’ also Nom,’ disasts.,111
spe, It
Mees for a squad like S.ISL
ically being (me /t the top-rated teams
"Being one ot the teams lit beat will
have us under the gun to play well."

Mays promotes All-Star voting
INV YORK I APi
Willie Mays,
who played in 24 major leap tie baseball
All Star games, marked his 5btli birthday 1 nesday by helping to immune the
voting or ilus sear’s rank.
limit i I ijutti, II ballots %kill to,,:
as:111,01k’ through newspaper and business participation tor the game to be
played Iiily 14 at the Oakland Coliseum
Slow than 5 2 million ballots were
east last year no hen soling was conducted
tw the othse ol Baseball Corimussioner
Peter I eherroth
I he ballots titmitaun the names it
one plaser horn eat h team at the infield
positrons and at t itteller and three out
I ’elders rom each team

fun Raines’ name was lett int the
ballot since he %%as still a 11%.,... apa.111 and
Wi1/10111 a team %%hen the season began
11115 0111 His only hope file
fickler has of making the NI squad us ill
111 ii,ris
same
Ft as a write -ill Ihe
i1111 catcher Rich Ciedinan. a io did not
reit1O1 the Red Sits until last weekend.
Pitchers are selected by the managers

And you
may ask

"The players are friendly because
they ’se played against each other before." Gale said "But the pressure is
there. Everybody is trying their hest "

yourself,
"Where
is that
beautiful
job?"

NEED A TRAVEL
COMPANION?
.5.111 a ,e11,, 5(910
Pdl,’,15
traveler whose travel charactermticS and inter,
ests are sander to yours You can both enjoy a
! ))) r,t dOuble
new 1,endsh.p and take
today for
occupancy discounts) Call t.,

TRAVEL PARTNERS
P

0 Sox 6

Westley

University Typographics

CA 95387

1209) 8943 -FUN

Le66

TIc final decision will be made by
the Executive Committee in consultation
with the NCAA Council. But the powerful Protidents Commission, under a rule
passed at January’s NCAA convention,
has veil power.

18 and Over
Admitted into Nightclub
for FUN, DANCE, and DAllLE!

Davis has been a member of the Oregon State faculty since 1971, first as
head of the department of agricultural
engineering. Most recently, he was di.

Houston RockSF.ATIth r Al’)
ets Coacl Bill Fitch is pessimistic about
his team’s chances of coming back from
a 2-0 deficit against the surprising Seattle
SuperSonics, and history says he has
- every rght to be.
"We’re either all through or it’s just
starting. It doesn’t look good." Fitch
said Wednesday.
The Sonics will try to make it six
straight playoff victories in their Western
Conference semifinal series tonight in
the Seattle Coliseum.
Seattle won the first two games in
!
Houston, III -106 in overtime Saturday
and 99-97 Tuesday night.
Only four teams in NBA history
.
’ have come back to win a best -of-7 series
after losing the first two games. If they
win tonight, the Sonic% could close out
thc Rockets Saturday afternoon in
Seattle.
In the other Western Conference
!
semifinal tonight at Los Angeles, the
1.akers lead 1-0 over the Golden State
Warriors. The Laker% won 125-116
. Tuesday night.

HAPPY iw
21st
ANNA

,!,,alp Iii

Byers is retiring after 36 years as
head cf the governing body for college
athlctits and will work with his successor lot perhaps a year before stepping
down.

Fitchdoubtful
Houston can
erase deficit

the game 4-3 at Nlunicipal Stadium. The loss was the fourth straight for
the Spartans this year against Santa Clara.

(With College I.D.)

$1.50 All Well Drinks, Wine 8 Draft
This Sunday
8 p.m. - Midnight

"Thanks, Western!"
_
l’he Boken Family

(Additions! I.D. Required)

"We’re a big familynine kidsall going in
different directions: medicine, accounting, sports,
etc. But, during college, six of us did one thing in
common: we worked for Western Temporary
Services.
’Western found us good jobs with good pay
to fit our different vacation and break schedules.
"So we tried to get a picture of the six of us
together to say, ’Thanks, Western!’ But, with so
many different schedules . . . well, some things
never change.
"But we really mean it. Thanks, Western!"

"College Night Every Sunday at BARITZ"

TZ_

NIGHTCLUB

Western

MINIM MMUS<
Northwest San Jose
371-7171

South San Jose
365-77(X)

DIVISIONS CLERICAL .MARKETING MEDICAL TECHNICAL
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL SANTA PHOTO *VIDEOTAPE
EOE

U F It

RESTAURANT

446-2832
5580 Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino
At the Intersection of 280 & Lawrence Expwy

(408)

’*
Stevens Osok DA
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A Spartan Daily Special Report

Toxics in Silicon Valley:

Careless toxic disposal
endangers water system
By Ilan, big...Art.4min
Daily staff writer
Once covered with orchards, Santa
Clara Valley has undergone a massive
hange in the last 30 years to become a
valley filled with high-tech industries
that use a vast array of highly toxic substances. many of which have been stored
and disposed of in a haphazard manner.
As a result, the valley faces a danger of becoming polluted beyond the
point where it can be dealt with adequa
tely.
Is Silicon Valley in danger of choking to death on the byproducts of its buslung industry?
Many of the problems associated
w oh the storage of hazardous materials
.ind the disposal of toxic waste are on cuing, with businesses handling these
substances as they see fit, often in a manner that releases dangerous materials into
the environment.
"For many years, most of these
.ompanies were simply dumping their
,if vents," said Ted Smith, chairman of
the Silicon Valley Tonics Coalition.
hey weren’t thinking. Now, all the
,ompanies deny that happened. but all
The people I’ve talked to that used to
.,ork at these places say. ’Hey, that was
lust routine.’ They would even dump it
down the sinks, or just take it out in the
hack yard and dump it."
Many of the materials being
dumped arc solvents, which can cat their
way down through the soil until they
,ontaminate the aquifer system that pro’ides drinking water.
Proposition 65. the clean water initiative passed in November, resulted in
Gov. George Deukemejian’s office presenting a list of 29 chemicals known to
cause cancer and birth defects that will
he regulated.
An outcry was heard immediately
I tom environmental groups, which maintain there are another 200 chemicals that
should he included on the list. The go’,--

’Monitoring is critical. A,
long as you’re montoring
and there’s nothing here,
then there’s absolutdy no
reason to fear. Theremay
still be reason to act b
clean up existing leak.’
David Morel!,
toxic-cmtna runager

emor us being sued over the matter by
coalition of environmental and labor
groups who want the present list expanded. Attorney General John Van de
Kamp has refused to defend the governor. perhaps because he agrees with the
environmentalists on the matter.
Clean water is something that many
people take tor granted, assuming that
what they drink poses no health dangers.
Though current figures supplied by the
San Jose Water Co show contaminants
in their water at what they consider sale
levels, a number ot tosic leaks and spills
throughout the COL1111y continue to
threaten water sources ,A mit, contamination.
One susceptible %chicle tor hazardous materials to reach lower water levels
is the thousands of old agricultural wells
which dot the valley, many of them
abandoned and forgotten. Contaminants
reaching any of these wells could easily
shoot straight down through the aquifer
system to the lower levels which provide
drinking water.
One such well, discovered in
Mountain View. has shown trichlomethylene contamination down at 500 feet

AFFORDABLEHOUSING
Michael Burke Daily

Get The Royal Treatmert
For Your ’67-’69 Camaro

staff photomiiii,t

Ted Smit Ii, of the Silicon alley Tusks Coalition. sits under a map of the Santa Clara Valley. The map is dotted with plot points ill spills siehis in the area.

Grills
Weather Stripping
Upholstery
Sheet Metal
Carpet Sale;
Emblems
The Finest in New and Reproduced Parts
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Disposal of hazardous waste
barely scratching the surface
By Hans log.ii ieii
Daily staff write,
Toxic waste
where does it go?
’The problem of hazardous waste disposal
Is a nagging enigma posing a complicated dilemma to those charged with
. controlling these dangerous materials.
The pniblem is so enormous that
those studying the issue are
only
scratching the surface.
The technology generally used to
manage toxic waste is the same technology used in the 1930s.
David Morell. special assistant for
tonics management for Santa Clara
County, said the most conmion disposal
method has been landfill
a simple
process which accumulates waste trom
different waste generators into a large
Mass.
A
lllll n sentiment has been
communities have been unwilling to
pose ot the waste they have generated 10cally.
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has never been an issue to the
people who make these demands Ito get
disposed waste out oti their areal as to
what happens after it is taken away.
said Dwight Hoenig, head of the State
Department oti Health Services’ toxic
substances control division. "One of the
cornerstones of the process is to worn us
away from landfill dumping. On -site disposal and treatment is a key to devising
an equitable program

.00
0

io4

Through the dictates of the Tanner
Bill, counties will now have to come to
gnps with managing their own waste.

if

4

1
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David

Morell

the California Department of Health
Services to conduct trial bums. Eight
others have submitted proposals to the
Department of Health Services and the
Environmental Protection Agency for
new facilities.
EPA requirements demand that an

BIG SHOT NIGHT
Be A Big Shot . . .
Buy a round of drinks for your friends!

Much of the hazardous waste genci
atcd in Santa Clara County has heel,
going to facilities operated by the International Technologies Corp. in Contra
Costa and Solano counties
However, the company has recently
been cited for disposal methods used at
one of its dumps and paid at S3.5 million
consent order, paid in lieu of a fine.
without admitting guilt. That facility is
closdd now and the other one is slated to
close in 1988
Other places where locally generated waste has gone include ii. I
dump in Santa Barbara Com
cility owned by Chemical Wi,
&gement in Kings County. So,
vents are treated at a recyling unit in 1
Palo Alto, while much waste is shipped
to an incinerator in Chicago at a cost of
about $500 per 55 gallon drum.

.0

’What right do we have to
shove them Won Kings
County or Nevada or Utah
or New Jersey’?’

incinerator destroy 99.99 percent of the
pollutants that enter it.
Ted Smith of the Silicon Valley
Toxics Coalition, said the whole concept
of having to deal with toxic waste is a
backward approach to the problem. Development of safer products and safer
substitutes for haiardous materials now
being used could not only protect the
producers and the workers who deal with
the materials, hut also solve the hazardous waste stream problem.
’The way you reduce things at the
source is to develop chemicals that don’t
cause cancer and birth defects. The concept is simple. If you can do that, you
don’t have to worry. about waste at the
end. This happens right at the beginning
of the process, and nobody’s really taken
much if a look itt that.’’ Smith said

"Since we make the waste here.
since the technologies exist to deal with
this material, we have no right to ask
someone else to handle our waste for
us." Morell said "What nght do we
have to shove them off on Kings County
or Nevada or Utah or New Jersey?"

Many people involved in treatment
of Ionic Waste adsocale incineration as a
% viable disposal method Though no off’ site toxic waste incinerators are nosy opcrating lull time in California, three have
been issued permits or vanances trim

The well had been abandoned aid pased.
with a garage built over it.
Ni, one knows exactly low many
other wells have been icandoiled.
though the Santa Clara Couity Wahl
District is attempting to find out They
are looking at aerial photograths. some
as old as 50 years, and are goint ihmugh
old records. a Herculean ttyk to ac
complish.
About 300 active wells 6 ist in this
county. David Morel), wht manages
toxic -control programs for &ma Clara
County, claims that niore than-)l) percent
have no detectable contanmation In
them at this time. though 7181plumes uI
groundwater contamination lase been
identified locally. Morell said here is no
immediate danger from the wk. hut officials worry about the long-te III effe...6
on the aquifer.
"Monitoring is creical,
Morell
said. "As long as you’re nonnoring and
there’s nothing there. then thec’s ah,o
lutely no reason to fear. There may i Ii
be reason to act to clean up existing leak,
and to prevent future leiks. and ssacting on it, not always fist enough. Ma
we’re acting."
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Toxics in Silicon Valley:

A Spartan Daily Special Report

Legislative
quilting may
plug leakage
Centralized database proposed
for county toxics management
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tors of toxic waste in Santa Clara
has existed for some time, a comprehenCounty, but only 500 of them have been
sive response is still forthcoming.
registered. and, of those. only 39 are in
San Jose has recently augmented its
spected regularly.
approach to the issue by forming its OfMorell did note, however, that
fice of Environmental Management.
Santa Clara County has issued more ha/
Gary Lynch, the Water Quality/ ardous materials storage permits. 4.200
Toxic): Program Manager for the newly of them, than have been issued throughformed office, is at the center of a storm out the rest of the country
of activity as the city mobilizes its hazA key step in managing toxic conardous materials forces.
trol programs is a recent city -county
We have two focuses - - taking coordination agreement that recognizes
care of existing problems, and keeping management of hazardous materials as a
others from occurring;’ Lynch said.
high -priority task.
There are currently six inspectors
The wording of the agreement
checking businesses that store hazardous points to reintOrcement of a "spirit ot
materials, but to make the system pax tor cooperation, coordination and mutual a,
itself, more inspectors are needed,
sistance" between Santa Clara County
lynch said.
and the cities within its confines, but 0.,
Although the program is meant to wording of the document also lea% 4,
be funded by fees imposed on private in- both the cities and the county with a way
dustry. much of the monex has come to hack out of compliance
from San Jose’s
general fund because the original
timetable for inspections has not
been met.
has
-Ibis
caused a lack 01
1. Hewlett-Packard
Palo Alto
expected rex ...nue
2. Fairchild
and angered
San Jose
(’iuii,
ii
City
3. International Business Machines
members
San Jose
"We should
4, Advanced Micro Devices
Sunnyvale
have those inspectors out in the
5. Signetics
Sunnyvale
street, instead ot
6. National Semiconductor
Santa Clara
sitting in then (it 7. Teledyne
Mt. View
flees." said City

Superfund sites
in Silicon Valley

8. Westinghouse
Sunnyvale
Councilman Janie,
Beall.
9. Applied Materials
Santa Clara
But
1 xi., h
10. Raytheon
Mt. View
said San Jose is a
11, Fairchild
Mt. View
leader in the stab...
12. Intel
Mt. View
and the state is the
nation’s leadei mi
13. Intel
Santa Clara
toxic cleanup.
14. Intel (Magnetics)
Santa Clara
"You won’t
15. Monolithic Memories
Sunnyvale
find anybody who
16. Alviso
San Jose
is doing anything
17. Van Waters & Rogers
like San Jose and
San Jose
Santa Clara Valle),
18. Lorentz Barrel & Drum
San Jose
are." he said.
19. Zoecon
East Palo Alto
17as id
20. Monet Field Naval Air Station
Mt. View
Sitwell, special assistant fill Toxic.
Management for
icesticiriesslrirs Ow,
Santa Clara (’(runty . set, IlIC Issue di Icr
Morell is afraid that the concept
entlx
upon
which the document is based,
storage.
hazardous
On
we are the
nation’s leader. ( in hazardoes waste. which he calls "shared authority."
Santa Clara (County is a laggard." might simply continue the parochialism
Morrell said. **We have wen rampant which has so far characterized the ap1110(1CM feudalism Fvery city is on its proach to the problem.
own
dy mimic but dispersed...
Instead of "shared authority...
his office on the 1 I th floor
Sitting
._.of the County Administration Building,
Morell can see the results of pollution
trial his window as he gazes out at the
smoggy air that often plagues Santa
Clara Valley.
What cannot he seen so easily from
his window, however, is the pollution
that exists in water and soil.
Morell quotes figures that show six
pounds ot toxic waste are generated per
person per day nationally for a total of
157 million metric tons.
The problem is that some of those
toxic wastes find their way out into the
environment.
"Seven hundred leaks have been
found in Santa Clara (County). and 500
of them are believed to affect ground
water," he said. "If you look under a
rock. you’re hound to find worms."
State Department of Health Serv-

Hobert Airoldi
Problems ss ith the way barrels are cleaned out have resulted in seseral
citations for the Lorenti Barrel and Drum Co., said ’fed Smith. chairman of the Silicon
alley Toxic, Coalition, A report prepared hy the
California Department of I lealth tiers ices stated that these barrels has e

Groundwater contamination
may threaten stadium wells
TORFA71. /rom Net- /
these drums and they all have residue,
whether from solvents. or acids or pesticides, and they wash them out." said
Fed Smith, chairman of the Silicon Valley Toxic, Coalition.
"They obviously were aware of
what they were doing," he said.
"They’ve been cited by difterent govttttt re than
a
ernment agencies
anybody I’ve heard ot."
"As a result of this operation, the
soil at the site has been contaminated
with a yanety rut hazardous substances,
including 4adnimin, chromium, lead,
nickel. v ,it IOUs organic pesticides, organic ...bents. :Ind polychlorinated hi pheny Is. the rep, in states
The report, prepared hy the Chni
11111 company for the California Department 44 I lealth Set, ices. also state, although no contamination has been found
imm active wells close to the 1 1/113 1/ site,
the environmental contamination poses a
direct threat to the major deep aquifers ifl
that area.
The aquifer system is a series of underground rivers separated by layers of
soil and clay. and is a major source of
drinking water for valley residents.
Groundwater contamination is typically shallow, while drinking water
comes from deeper leNCIS in the aquifer
sy stem.
I he (’ii 251 Hill report on Iairentz
contains a list it 88 enforcement actions
that date hack to 196M.

Smith pointed out that a sample of
runoff water taken by the California Department of Fish and Game was simply
scooped up from the gutter in front of the
business.
The gutter emptied into storm
drains that flowed into Coyote Creek.
The I .orent7 site is near three major
municipal well fields and a number of
private wells.
"Mostly.. nothing has happened.
because I anent, has been pleading poverty. and (cleanup) is expensive." Smith
said.
Smith advocates using state and
federal superfund money to clean up the
site, although he referred to the state superfund as a "popgun in this area."
He said four test wells have been
dug to monitor contamination at the I.
rent/ site, but that number is inadequate
"(International Business Machines
.
Corp.) has hundreds of monitoring lk
‘.
to keep track of its leak." he said
can’t tell anything from four well,
Morell, coordinator of Santa Clara
County toxic waste programs, said the
level and types of contamination at the
Lorentz site are far worse than those
found at other cleanup sites.
"I pointed in my review of tlh
(Ch2M 11i111 document to two chew
at very high levels in the grounds it.
vinyl chloride and PCBs," he said
Morell said the level of vinyl chi,
rides found there was many hundred -fold
higher than the cleanup standard and that
level is equally high
the

here’s nothing like that in any of
the typical Silicon Valley leaks." he
said. "If we don’t prevent ’inure leaks
and clean up potentially dangerous situation, like Lorentz Barrel and Drum, we
could have a dangerous situation in the
future, but the point is not to panic."

’It has never been an issue
to the people who make

these demands . . . as to
what happens after it is
taken away.’
Dwight Hoenig,
State Department of
Health tiers ices

Put Yourself
On The Line
Volunteer
AIDS Support Services in Santa Clara County

Call for Information
595 Millich Drive, Suite 104
Campbell, CA 95008

(408) 370-3272

KIS)
PROJE(

KAMIKAZE
THURSDAYS!

Morell recommends the formation of a
new kind of public utility company for
toxics management, one that would
wield central authority.
He points to the success of Contra
Costa County in dealing with disposal of
hazardous waste, citing a report to that
county’s board of supervisors that called
for the creation of a County Hazardous
Materials Commission.
Many of those involved in the haz
ardous materials issue agree thill Ii 11,11 is
needed is a central computer data ha, ii
monitor the amount of hazardous inateri
als used in businesses. Though this may
seem like a simple idea, it is something
that has yet to be implemented.
"As you go from city to city, there
is not very good data management as regards to hazardous waste." said Charles
Wilhelm, the new director of the county
fire chiefs hazardous materials program

Daily stall pnotograpnem

contained pesticides and other chemicals, hut svere washed out on the
site and caused soil contamination. While no evidence of contamination
was found at the Lorentz site, there is a posssihlity that leakage could
damage the aquifer system, a series of underground risers.

301 W. ST JOHN
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

"Home of World famous Bar-B-0’
STEAKSRIOSCHICKEN

295-5414

Only

Only

SOO

SOO

TRAFFIC
JAM
CAR STEREO

Custom Sound to Fit Your Car

JBL
CLARION
ROCKFORD FOSGATE

INFINITY
BLAUPUNKT
M&M ELECTRONICS

a
z

1s150 People in the Door
Receive A Collectors item
Aamikaze "Shoot ’em Down"
T-Shire Too Hot to Pass Up!
.41,stg,1,7or

Your
ulttmate
performance
auto ht -ft store
raw

294-8755
912 So Bascom, San Jose

11:1

The new rock wave
in the South Ray

1..4.. 4.,
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Speakers blast
immigration act

PUTS
THAT
’OPPARMS
NATION
A
AND
TARY
RELIGIONHE
PRIM
PEOPLE
ABOVE
OF THE
NEEDS
DEGENERATES.

Michael Burke Daily
stati Roberts hands out a pamphlet entitled. "The Ideal

staff photographer

1,1 Dan Galibrielli. a line arts senior.

Pamphlet distributer rips religion
lt Elisha Ar iiiiii e
Daily staff writer
Wearing a brim hat and a sign
strapped to his body. Stan kohens
handed out papers Wednesday deriding
the power 01 preachers
His sign read "A Nation that puts
religion and arms above the primary
needs 01 the people degenerates."
Roberts walked around the Art
Quad handing out pamphlets on "Peoples Ideas."
Ile spoke harshly against the power
that religious tigures and all powerful
speakers, hae over the working class
Jesus Christ was a powerful speaker
ho controlled people, Roberts said
"f lc tricked the minds of the people.’ he said
To understand how religious figures
control the masses, one must "become a
slave." People have to put themselves in
the slaves’ position. he said.
’Jesus never worked,’ ’ he said
lbe only people who bow, soc idly
working class. Roberts said

"But the media poi trays the work en % as Archie Bunkers," he said, referring to the idles isum character from "All
in the Hinds "
Ile asked a student standing near.
"Who is Nrchie Bunker’.
’the student told him Hunker is a
narrow minded bigot.
Raising his since and standing on
his lies. Roberts said ’ Archie Bunker is
the one situ, feeds sou ’
An attack against Archie Hunker is
an attack against the working class, he
said
l’omling to the construction ol the
engineering budding. Roberts said.
"Those workers are disregarded by societx
" Hie reason they hale low sell .es
teem is be, au,’ people like you be hes e
that all woikeis are the same its Alethe
Bunker."
The workers have no power, he
said.
Roberts went on to say that the elite
are the 1110,a ignorant of society.

"Professors max know how to work
with mechanical data, but it is their students that else them fresh ideas." he
said.
Roberts said that Albert Einstein
was another mechanical mind who did
not better it Ian k ild
"Ile is as a social ignoramus. He
couldn’t do :ins thing ’Hie Irian could
barely tie his shoes
lie said
Roberts has been iming to SJSU
thr more than hi Semis 10 pa, 0111 Ills
pamphlets. Ile lost started publishing
pamphlets ill 1968. which relaxed on-sile
feelings of Marines in the Vietnam war.
Roberts brought a cart ot pamphlets
titled. -Franchise Business is Modern
Feudalism... and "Ideal Slave and
Woman Maxi: make flabs Si
When he began shouting his message in front of the Student l mon, he
was told by the Fili%eistit Police Department ol beer to keep Ins discussion to
one person al a mile. Roberts said
’I knew what I have to say is, uld
make some people angr’’ he said

Lack of concert crowd control
angers stadium’s neighbors

ti.ltil l’1:1".SENTS

CONCERT,

The

pi, v,’ /
Carter and Eigone weren’t the only
area residents w ith grievences
Although (IPI) Chic( LeW Schatz
said Monday there were no complaints to
the html) about the concert, tom people
including Carter and Heinle have since said they called the department to complain.
Schat7 was not available for comment Wednesday.
Mary Pulido. a technician in Electrical Engineering, said she called the
UPI) and Sun Jose Police Department
Friday night to complain about the noise
of the concert.
_
Pulido, who lives Hear the 5011111y
faiirgrounds about tw miles trout the stadium. said she 51111151 hear the concert
even though all the doors and windows
of her house were closed and her television was On.
In a letter to the Spartan Daily, Allison Caves. Spartan Village adviser.
stated :
"I personally called UPI) four
tunes to inform them of Friday’s events
many of the residents at Spartan
did
las
Village) Each time I was told by the police dispatcher that UM was oserloaded
with related complaints and could not respond to our calls . .
’Our complex was invaded by , on
cert-goers for much of the day and invia
These people were not only loud. :Mu
sive and rowdy. but many were under the
influence of drugs and alcohol (which
apparently’ prompted them to urinate ex
erywhere butte the restrooms).’
UPD Sergeant Marvin Malimex
said there were 21 dispatch log entries
from fi a.m, to midnight Friday relatin,i
to South Campus. but none was a complaint.
The UPD made 12 arrests that night
"mostly for public drunkeness wit disoi

derly

SJI’D Deputy ( ’loch I out Abram.
said the city police contactor the UPI)
belere the conceit and asked if they
needed help. hut they said no.
At that time about 6.000 tickets had
been sold.
When the city police contacted the
I’D at about. p.m. the day 01 the concert and LAO again if they needed help.
they still 1:117/141./A61 though about 6.000 more tiokts had been sold. Abram
said
SJI’D responded to about 25 calls in
the area Imp) 5:30 p.m. to midnight,
aeoordidg flu an officer in the Bureau of
Field Doer:300ns

By Diane M. Brjarano
Daily staff writer
A panel of area activists condemned
the new Immigration Reform and Control Act Tuesday the same day it went
into effect.
SJSU’s Chicana Alliance club sponsored the speakers’ appearance as pan of
(’inc. de Mayo activities. All of the panelists opposed the law, which makes it
legal to hire undocumented laborers who
qualify for citi7enship.
The panel consisted of Bill Flores,
Santa Clara University political science
professor. Rcnia Dia?, Ran Si community group member, and playwright Felix
Alvare7
"Here it is Cinco de Mayo and the
(i.S. government chooses our holiday to
slap us in the face," Flores said loan audience of 20.
"We are very angry," he said. "It
conies on a day when we arc celebrating
.15 it Ittly.’’
1)1a7 said she will work to gain U.S.
citizenship for illegal aliens working in
the country .
"We have attended full -day learning sessions, and have only learned the
negatives tor the law’s effect)," she
said.
The law will be reviewed in two
years. and Dia, intends to report her misgivings about it at that time. She added
that the law is racist, and that her group
has been consistently against it.
The speakers stated it is unlikely
that large numbers of immigrants will
benefit from the new law because of its
vague requirements.
Immigration and Natural i7ation
Services has estimated that there are at
least 4 million undocumented aliens in
the United States. They have predicted
that they will process 600.000 of them
through the new cal /enshi p program.
The group questioned the law’s citi/enship qualifications. One of the law’s
stipulations states that an alien must have
proof of residence in this country before
1982.
Die only proof an alien can show is
a deportation arrest, a ticket or fine, or a
dodor bill. Dia, said. Most illegals use
someone else’s name, so it is unlikely
that many will have that kind of proof,
she said.
The undocumented person must
prove that he or she has been in this
country since Jan. I, 1982. They are al-

PROCRANBm

FREE!

lowed to have been absent from the
country for 45 successive days hut not
more than ISO days per year. Dia, said.
Another stipulation Is that if they do
not speak English, they have Ill months
to learn in order to qualify for legali7alion.
Each panelist questioned the fact
that the INS is in charge of implementing
the act.
"It’s like having the (Ku Klux
Klan) in charge of the ’60, ciil rights
movement," Alvarez said. He said he
would have the whole community box
con the law and not participate in the naturalization process.
Alvarel claimed that lawyers, doctors and the government make millions
of dollars off the law by charging lees of
$185 per person to be processed, plus the
medical examination and legal fees.
which arc required.
Groups such as Catholic Soci:11
Services are experienced at immigration
screening and will be participating.
Ran Si will also he helping undocumented aliens with the prescreening
process, although 1)1;1/ said 1.2.1/a Si is
opposed to the law
People will be sent 10 the INS
\
if they are completely sure the
through the whole process. I /ia/ said
Her group will be working mainb
toward educating the Minuet mit, about
the law’s flaws.
The panelists stated that the INS is
not trying to help illegal aliens. but ensuring that U.S. agriculture has a guaranteed documented work force.
The panelists also said they do not
believe that the INS will keep illegal
aliens’ status confidential ii they do not
qualify. They feared the law will spark
the beginnings 01 lank and inassiN C deportation.

USE

Sunday Nlay 10, 1987 1 PM-61)N1
Arca
In The
Lady Bianca Thornton
Andy Just and The Shapes
Night Cry with Little John Chrisley
Chris Cain
lican and The Ntighty Arrows
AND Nit )RE!!!

For more info erdt(408)277-2s117 or 277,1228
Flinded By ASSiteialcd StIldelits tind the Spartan Mop;

YOUR

ON QUALITY MENSWEAR
Choose from the Best’ Gianni Bernardi,
Mazotto, Europa Diffusion, Bellini.
Pierre Cardin, John Henry, Jaymar. .

3 PC. & 2 PC. Spring Suits
Now Only $109.99

Call days eves or weekend!.

European Design Reg.
300 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 327-0841

Suits Sizes

$249.00

XS 34-44
Short 36-46

LAOS.

Reg 38-48
Long 40-48

10’ Off Regular Prices w,Student or Faculty ID

IKAPLAN

STANLEY H KAM AN EDERATIOSIAl (110111111)
LION 1 (.016411. IT Milt
A (AP! AN STIR* NT -BF ONI

ELITE MENSWEAR
785W. Hamilton Ave., Campbell
(408) 370-1280
Quick Alterations, Open 7 Days
14

141111057111F11111111910Ur
BOARDS (complete wing)
STARTING AT $299.00!
Let us get you into windsurfing
at big savings!
Specializing in the beginner
and intermediate sailor

Call Us!
(408)224 5767
(415) 588 1714

405 SOUTH AIRPORT BLVD

SO SF. CA 9408

Berkeley
Toyota of Berkeley
2400 Shattuck Avenue
(415) 845-2530
Concord
Concord Toyota
1090 Concord Avenue
(415) 682-7131
Daly City
City Toyota
6399 Mission Street
(415) 755-5500
Dublin
Ozzie Davis Toyota
6450 Dublin Court
(415) 829-7700
Fremont
Autowest Toyota
38555 Fremont Boulevard
(415) 795-9595
Hayward
S&K Toyota
21715 Mission Boulevard
(4)5) 889-7100
Napa
Vintage Toyota
583 Soscol Avenue
(707) 255-7600
Novato
Novato Toyota
7505 Redwood Highway
(415) 897-3191

Redwood City
Thompson Toyota
525 East Bayshore Road
(415) 365-0633
Richmond
Richmond Toyota
516 23rd Street
(415) 234-1212
San Bruno
Melody Toyota
750 El Camino Real
(415) 588-2313
San Francisco
Bob Reynolds Toyota
3800 Geary Boulevard &
2nd Avenue
(415) 752-4111
San Francisco
Toyota of San Francisco
2300 16th Street
(415) 626-2300

SAVE UP TO 55%

MCAT

Antioch
Val Strough Toyota
1600 West 10th Street
(415) 754-8660

Palo Alto
Toyota of Palo Alto
690 San Antonio Road
(415) 494-2100

11)UNTAIN BLUES FESTIVAL
;:

Alameda
Ron Goode Toyota
1825 Park Street
(415) 522-6400

Oakland
Downtown Toyota
3020 Broadway
(415) 547-4635

7thAiiiuial

* FE:Vri

PARTICIPATING
TOYOTA
DEALERS

Yes, now is the time to start
exercising those neglected
tympanic membranes Let your
auditory nerves twitch every
weekday with the Rhythm Wave
Earmark the weekends for jazz on
the Creative Source Be an
earwitness to Spartan Sports and
get an earful of fascinating Affairs
Stay within earshot of 90 7fm and
your incus and malleus will never
feel the same!

San Jose
Penske Toyota
2108 North First Street
(408) 436-8890
San Jose
Toyota of Almaden
750W. Capitol Expressway
(408) 267-0500
San Mateo
Mike Harvey Toyota
790 North San Mateo Drive
(415) 579-4380
San Rafael
Dexter Toyota
445 Francisco Boulevard
(415)456-7071
Santa Clara
Stevens Creek Toyota
4425 Stevens Creek
Boulevard
(408) 984-1234
Santa Rosa
Freeman Toyota
2875 Corby Avenue
(707) 542-1791
Sunnyvale
Toyota-Sunnyvale
898 West El Camino Real
(408) 245-6640
Ukiah
Lance Toyota
2650 North State Street
(707) 462-8818
Vallejo
Toyota of Vallejo
1833 Solano Avenue
(707) 552-4545
Walnut Creek
Toyota Walnut Creek
2100 North Broadway
(415) 933-7440
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TOYOTA CLASS OF ’87
NOW IT’S POSSIBLE TO
BUY OR LEASE A NEW TOYOTA
WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT
Graduates: If you’ve received a verifiable job offer, we want to get you and your new career
off to a great startwith a brand-new Toyota.
Toyota Motor Credit
and your particiBUY IT OR LEASE IT pating Toyota dealer areCorporation
now making it possible to get
the credit you deserve with two Class of ’87 "quick approval" financing programs.
If you qualify, you can buy or lease a new Toyota and generally no down payment or security
deposit will be required.* What’s more, we can even process your loan within 24 hours.** See your
participating Toyota dealer for program specifics.
To apply, you’ll need a current driver’s license and proof of employment or job offer.*** You may
find it helpful to bring along any bank or credit card numbers. Once you’re approved, you can take
your choice of the most exciting line of new cars and trucks Toyota has ever offered, including the
all-new Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback.
So come on down to your participating Toyota dealer today. Fill out an application, and then buy
or lease your new Toyota. Purchase or lease arrangements must be completed by June 30,1987
A new career and a new Toyota. Who Could Ask For Anything More!
LEASE EXAMPLE:

1987 Standard Bed Truck, model 8200, based on
manufacturer’s suggested retail price. 48 monthly payments of $131.77,’ totaling $6324.96:
End -of-lease purchase option, $2813.16: No further end-of-lease liabilities, except abnormal wear and tear and excess mileage.
No down payment required on
eligible models, provided the
amount financed is not more
than the Toyota manufacturers
suggested retail price, plus the
cost of factory-installed optional
equipment and required tax and
license lees
-Loan approvals M -E, 8 30 5 00
Proof of insurability required and
no adverse credit history
Employment to begin within 120
days of loan approval date
lAmounts may vary according to
location, actual dealer price may
vary

TOYOTA Thicc
MOTOR
CREDIT
CORPORATION

Toyota Standard Bed Truck

Toyota Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback

TOYOTA

TEST-DRIVE A NEW TOYOTA
AND RECEIVE ATOYOTA
CLASS, OF ’87 T-SHIRT.
.410
Come in and testr

WHO
COULD
ASK
FOR ANYTHING
MORE!

Get More From Life

drive any new Toyota
before June 30,1987, and
show us your student ID
card.t t We’ll mail you an
official Toyota Class of ’87
T-shirt.ttt

TOYOTA CLASS OF ’87
TEST-DRIVE COUPON

All college students with valid student
ID’s are eligible
imit one per person while supplies last

, 1987 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S A, Inc

Buckle Up!

Bring this coupon to your participating
Toyota dealer for your free test drive. After your test drive,
we’ll mail you a Toyota Class of ’87 T-shirt.

L_

This coupon valid until June 30,1987 Offer good while supplies last
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Rec Center use fee hike
struck down by SUBOD

Working on my tan

Students to pay
same as employees

pr,
Bras ing the scorching rays of %1 ednesday’s sun, political science junior Rich MacKinnon, right, ssatits to practice ssith fellou juggling
club members, last enforcement junior Charles Bull, left, reads a

wi

patty

staff photographer

non-testual science fiction book sehile %ailing for class, and materials
engineering graduate student Pamela Miller, right, plays hook from
uork. Today’s forecast calls for cooler temperatures ahead.

A.S. members at odds over newsletter
ft:MRS. from pagi I
is that the job has to be done by this Friday at 5 p.m.
Macaraeg, whose signature is on
the contract along with those of A.S.
controller Robert Crur and Kappa Delta
President Julie Campbell. believes the
contract is unfair.
There Was ?Weer any agreement
hy Kappa Delta to race them in by 5
0 M. on Friday:* Macraracg said. "And
if (the sorority members) don’t make the
deadline. I will extend the time because
it is a long job.
Boothe disagreed and said Kappa
Delta understands the agreement.
"If the newsletters are not in by. 5
p.m. Friday. I will take some course of
action." he said.
Campbell said she believes her sorority can get the tob done by Friday at 5
p.m.
Macaraeg believes Boothe is overly
concerned about the issue because he is a
member of Delta Upsilon, the fraternity
involved in the affair
On Monday night, with the 8.500
newsletters still left and an oral agreement from Macaracg. Boothe and Rick
homas. incoming A.S. director of community affairs and a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha. persuaded their fraternities to
split this task.
Each fraternity was to receive $150
.ind Delta Upsilon even started on the
project Tuesday morning. Boothe said.
Hut Macaraeg learned kappa Delta
would do the job for $200, a savings of
SICK) and the sorority’s date of finishing
would he fie days earlier than the fraternities stated.
Hovv ever. Boothe said he is very
such tot getting the newsletter out and
so is Al.ivaraeg.
’I put a lot of time into this propeel’ Macaraeg said. "I’ve edited it and
laid it out I’ve missed class because of
it. In fact, one of my classes is suffering
because of it And I know that I don’t
have a story in it, but that newsletter is
The last A.S. newsletter issued
came out in the fall of 1986. That one
was done iv oh tvv 0 .S directors. Annabelle 1.adao and l’iav id 01117, and a summer’s worth of time
This one se as not begun until the
start of this semester. said Macaraeg.
’(Boothe) just assigned all facets ot
it to me,’’ said Macaraeg.
"Chery I has done a fine job with it.

but I would like to sec it dtstritiuted...
said Boothe.
The newsletter was originally. supposed to have been out prior to the A.S.
general election held on March 25 and
26.
But Macaraeg once again differed
with timithe’s time schedule.
"I said first week in April, in fact I
es en said it at an A.S. meeting." Macaraeg said.
However, Macaraeg did admit that
the delay, which arose after the newsletter arrived from the printer, was partially
her fault.
"There’s no real reason for the
delay)." she said. "Maybe I was too
busy or I didn’t count on 25.000 newsletters being such a huge project. ’
Macaraeg said she originally intended to distribute the newsletters
through the mail, but as it got later in the
semester, she began thinking about including it with the Spartan Daily as an
insert.
But Boothe shot her down on this
plan.
’He thought that because of the Daily’s circulation 110.0001 we wouldn’t be

able to hair an insert for every body
she said. "And I agreed.’
"I just felt that with the Daily,, people would ignore it and it would be littered all over campus and become a
problem for the custodial staff." Boothe
said.
So after being turned down by
Boothe for this plan, which would have
saved money, Macaraeg turned to
Boothe for help and back to the original
plan of mailing them out.
"I talked to him a lot of times. but I
think he misunderstood." Macaraeg
said. "There seas definitely a lack of
communication "
Boothe didn’t think there was
’I seas buss:* he said. "II %5.i’ not
one of my top priorities. As A.S. president. 1 had a lot of responsibilities and
projects that I was working on.
"I felt that Chers I should hoe
taken care of this earlier.’ Boothe said.
Macaraeg attempted to get the
printer to do it. Fhiothe said. Hut after Issuing an initial price to do the folding.
labeling and stapling, the printer withdrew.
Everyone available in the A.S. sit.
lice then took up the job, but it became

rTHERpOrt4P-1)
3 Piece Box
of Chicken,
Canned Soda
$300

1

1
erm (ADInIlcor $ 1
1
Conditioner
Haircut & Manicure 1

Coupons will be
Accepted After
4PM ONLY

Only 11
Haircut
11, 5 Years
Old & Up $ i
. w,th coup.,
bu i

Illifer Expires
51287

Present Coupon
When Ordering
SEALIre
COLLEGE

I

SUPERVISED STUDFNT WORK ONL’

4

1020 The Alameda
298-4388

San JOH

GR

11/4.4ZU .L.3,12:7 .2112U
PE

ES

BOB RU BIN
STEVE KRAVITZ

Summer Job Opportunity

TREE

Positions available for
Motivated, Energetic Individuals
To Staff Operations at
Local Theme Park.

AT SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
9 PM
FRIDAY. MAYS
ALL AGES WELCOME
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT BASS AND
STUDENT UNK)N BUSINESS OFFICE
no - STUDENT
fe - GENERAL

FIVE BRANCHES INSTITUTE

college & clinic of traditional chlnese medicine

presents a perspective on professional training
in TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE

on

CAREER DAY
Saturday, May 9, 1987
In California the Certified Acupuncturist (C.A.) is a Primary Healthcare Provider. We
have reached a stage beyond pioneering that promises a growing and maturing
professional status in healthcare in the U.S. Five Branches Institute has an
outstanding academic and clinical curriculum which can prepare you for this new, yet
tradtional profession. Join us for a day of lectures, presentations, videos, and tours!
9:00am TOUR
-liatorical Perspective on TCM in the 20th Century
Charles Belyea. founding director
10am
Being_a_PiatimalanalLA
Richard Shwery. C.A. and faculty member
11am
Clinical Scope of TCM in Practice
Joanna Chao, clinical director
2-4pm

FREE ADMISSION
200 7th Avenue Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(408) 476-9424

I

Good Thru 5-20-87j

THE A S PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTS

NNW

A F’hilgsQphictit

appaient tliat more help would be
needed. Boothe said.
In an effort to get this accomplished
Boothe and Mike Mcl.ennan, incoming
A.S. president, held a barbecue on Saturday. but the turnout was low and only
1.000 were finished.
This led to the involvement of the
fraternities and the sororities.
"We have to get this out soon."
Boothe said. "In another week, we have
finals."

FEE, from page I
fees toward the Rec Center.
The original proposal would have
required faculty and staff to pay $57 per
semester to use the facility after its completion. They will pay $38 per semester
when the center opens. SUBOD member
Michael Johnson proposed the fee increase.
The $21 million center is scheduled
for completion in fall 1988.
After the meeting, Johnson said that
since students have paid for the project
from its inception, faculty and staff who
have not contributed should pay more.
Johnson said raising the fees would
be tine way of showing students that it’s
truly their facility.
"Now (the board is) turning the
whole thing around by saying faculty
doesn’t have to pay." Johnson said.
"They.’ re getting away with a big one.’
Johnson argued that the income received from the additional fees could
help reduce some of the operating costs
when the facility opens.
Student Union Director Ron Barrett
said the added fees would not lessen the
30-year period to pay off the bond sales,
but could be used to offset some of the
center’s operating costs.
For Chargin, the "intangible benefits" gained from not raising faculty and
staff fees far outweighed the $19 increase.
She said she opposed the motion because it would work counter to creating a
"university community."
"I think students are very aware
that it’s their facility," Chargin said,
The motion to lower alumni fees
was in response to the failure of the faculty and staff increase proposal.
Boothe, who had argued in favor of
the increase, told the board he would
make the new proposal if the fee increase

failed.
Although Boothe said he would
have preferred raising faculty and staff
fees, he said the motion that passed was
more equitable to the alumni.
"I felt (the alumni) are part of the
campus community and we should not be
trying to exclude members of the
alumni," Boothe said after the meeting.
Allowing faculty and staff to pay
less than alumni would have been an
"act of exclusion," Boothe said.
"The faculty and staff are by far the
winners in this case. They are getting a
great deal." Boothe said.
In a subcommittee meeting last
week. SUBOD Vice Chairman Marcus
Aiu made a similar proposal to raise faculty and staff fees. It was voted down.
When completed, the Rec Center
will house a 5,500-seat sports and events
arena, 10 racquetball courts and multipurpose gymnasium on San Carlos Street
between Seventh and Ninth streets.
The center’s aquatic facility is
scheduled to open in August north of the
Dining Commons.
Because the aquatic facility will
open in the fall, SUBOD also passed
usage fees for the swimming pool.
Students will not be charged tor
using the pool. Faculty, staff and alumni
will pay $10 for 10 admissions. A $28
option for the entire semester or summer
session will be offered.
All other users of the facility will be
charged $2 per admission.
In terms of scheduling priorities.
student use will come first.

Seasonal Employment
Will Begin Weekends Now
and Full Time Summer
At Your Availability
No Experience Necessary
We Will Train

TO GRASP THIS OPPORTUNITY
Call Mike at (408) 296-3546 or
(408) 988-1776 Ext. 6232

12 noon TOUR

Excellent Season Bonus!

Campuspage,
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chosen for fall semester
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Mishael l Fox will he the
Spartan Daily’s new ads, ifling
director for the fall 19/47 seines.
ter.
Vox. a senior majoring in
advertising and current production director 01 advertising tia
the Daily, succeeds outgoing director Lynn Hunter.
One of his goals is to sell
more advertising space, which
will in turn increase the number
of pages in the Spartan Daily,
he said.
FOt also said he would like
to increase the morale of the retail sale and art departments of
advertising by instilling a philosophy of team effort.
"I plan to make the Daily
fun and not like a prison where
you have to come in and work
15 hours a week, Fox said.
Ad staff members will use
Apple Macintosh computers,
which will decrease mistakes in
the paper’s advertisements, Fox
said.
"They had a problem I this
semester) picking the right size
of type. With the Mac, they can
manipulate the type to make the ads fit
properly," Fox said.
The computer can ensure the Sife of
type will he easily worked onto the page,
he said.
Fox, a member of l’i Kappa Alpha
fraternity, will be a luxurs to work with
because of his staff experience. said Jack
Quinton, faculty adv iser for advertising.
Fox has been with the Daily since

Hayward State dean addresses search committee

By Divya Jhala
Daily staff wnter
The third candidate for academic vice president.
James Walker, spoke to members ot the AV!’ Search
Committee, faculty and students at an open forum
Tuesday
Walker, the dean of the School of Education at
California State University at Hayward, spoke to an
audience of about 15 people on changes in higher education today. solutions to these changes and his own
philosophy regarding the AVP’s role.
His opening statement toeused tin the changes
he sees occurring in higher education
"Faculty, staff and students are looking to administrators for leadership. ’they’re asking for innovative and creative kinds of ideas. They’re asking for
different styles of management . Walker said.
"1 think it’s important. too, that faculty, staff
and students pay attention to administrators." he
said.
Administrators beciiine too comfortable in the
things they do It faculty and students work with administators. then they would remain alert to the mission of the university. Walker said.
Michael P. Fox
. . new ad director
1985 in the composing room and has
worked with Quinton on projects that include special advertising supplements,
he said.

One of the changes he addressed was declining
college enrollment.
"There are changes taking place in higher education that most of us have observed. The obvious
one is the decline in the number of high school stu-

I have a real concern about unisersay students
dents. ()serail. the decline in enrollment is nation
who hate .1 college degree and can only speak one
w ide Walker said
’the decline of state ,ind federal Wilds iii highei language and I don’t mean that in an elitist ts pc of
wow."
education and the increase in the cost to operate um
Walker said the general education program of a
versifies were other concerns he mentioned
must:mils represents what a school is and NO more Acut
pert
39
increased
has
tor
students
moon
I
24 mnion should be paid hi these requirements
OVer the Lot lour ’,ears. I)cIllOgnirthlis suggest
Ile spoke briefly on what he thought the requirepercent des line in college student enrollment between
ments tor undergraduate and graduate students should
1980 and 19VOi. he said
be
oil
leveling
Walker added that there has been a
"It is my hope that there should be an interor decline of enrollment in higher education since
relationship between fgeneral education requireWorld W ar
tiuisersity curriculums are required to accom- ments and the major." he said
Walker concluded his speech with some points
modate all these changes that are occurring in 101.’ici
on what the unisersity should do in the future.
today. Walker said
if these points included strategic thinking,
Some
Some id the things he focused on Were the importance of tiireign languages in universities. the prioritizing the student’s needs. receo mg feedback
structuring of general education courses. the need lo from students, pay mg attention to input from co-a oruse technology to its lulled advantage and the need to keres. and maintaining a strong stance on Affinnato e
Action. "not hVcall1e it’s the lay, but because it’s the
diversify skills i T different departments
right thing to do "
"I think well need to look di our curriculum as
.1 be rilkIr NJ, then open to questions by the
we proceed into the future.’ he said
AVI’ Search Committee and faculty members pre"I think we need to kiok at what is the role tor sent
the university . What are we trying to prepare our stuWalkei explained the reason why he applied for
dents to do and tA hat role and function foreign lan- the AVI, position
guage should play in ii. .
"I think that in terms ot my background, trainWalker said he was very concerned about col- ing and ewer-mice that I have prepared myself to suclege campuses that hat lust tolerated foreign lan cessfully hilt ill the position of academic vice president." Walker said.
gnaws.

"Mike has a unique combination ,it
talents that will make him an especiLls
good advertising director," Quiiii
said. "He knows the production, io
out, and sales (aspects of advertising

Free measle shots given
for immunization proof
Ity Deborah J. Kaplan
Daily staff writer
It starts with a high leser, a sore
throat and a rash of tiny red specks all
over the body. It could result in brain inflammation, and even death.
It’s not AIDS, chicken pox or even
malaria.
It’s measles.
"Measles is the most contagious
disease known to man," said Dr. Robert
1.atta. associate director of Student
Health Service.
Student Health Service is sponsoring measles immunization vaccines
today, tomorrow and May 14 from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Health Center.
’the vaccine, which ordinarily costs
between ’it 2 to S2Q, is free at the Student
Health Center.
Kuthy Amirdash, interim director of
administration, sent letters to 14,000 students which stated that proof of immunization must he presented prior to May
."20, 1987, or grades will be withheld.
Of the 14,000 people who received
the letter, 9,981 SJSU students have
shown proof of immunilation and 4.335
have received the innoculation through
Student Health Service. About 2.500
have not responded at all. but I.atta said
2010 of those are incoming freshman.
’’That leaves about 400 to 500 people that need to be immunized, or at least
’how proof of immunization." Latta
said.
SJSU is requiring the vaccination
’for two reasons.
"One reason is the California State
- University system decided it was important, and two, there have been epidemics
in other United States universities."
Latta said.
Davis Kagen, of the CSU Chancel: lors Academic Affairs office, said the
system followed the advice of health as-

Third AVP candidate speaks

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

\i he behest of the Center tin
I (vise Control. Department of !minim,
/at ion. the American College Health -X,
sot at ion and other medical ass., Lit
we (the Chancellor’s office
te
ecutive order to require CSU students to
be immunized," Kagan said.
Kagen received a report Mini the
Center lid Disease Control Mat said siv
American Universities have had
outbreaks in the past twenty years Ilic
largest epidemics were at flostim I’iii
sit) and Northwestern I
ersty
ii
Evanston, 111.
The Center for Disease Control
states in 1986. 1.118 cases of measles
were reported in the ( limed States. As 14
April 18, 1987. only 100 cases were reported for the year. At this time last year
there were 203.
"The numbers are decreasing, but
many of the people who are at risk come
from foreign countries,’’ I .atta said.
The high risk groups for the measles
virus include those born before Jan. I.
1967 or who originate from another
country.
Latta explained children in the
United States must be immunind before
elementary school admittance. Many
foreign countries do not have that requirement. so those who originate from
outside the United States are at risk. Students from a foreign country are encouraged to be immunized, or show proof of
immunization.
Another group of students required
to show proof of immunization are those
who have increased exposure to the di,
ease.
This includes residence hall occupants or those majoring in nursing, dietetics, medical technology, student teaching, or field work involving pre-school
or school -age children.
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CALL US!

WANTED
ENERGETIC,
ENTHUSIASTIC,
HARD WORKERS

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERSim
FREE.

To Fill All Positions.
No Experience Necessary

Part-Time -Walk to Work

Before you burn out on
studying, pick up the
phone and call Domino’s
Pizza. In just 30 minutes
we’ll deliver hot, delicious
pizza right to your door.
No problem!

Lunch-Dinner Shifts Available
Interviews Between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday
Monday
51 North San Pedro

OUR NEW NUMBER

298-3030

510 S 10th St

926-4200
1909 Tully Rd

251-6010

2648 Alum Rock Ave.
Hours:
11am-1am Sun.-Thurs.
11am-2am Fri. & Sat.
OPEN FOR LUNCH

30 Minutes or $3 Off!
Employment Opportunities
Available
Ask about our
fundraising activities
16 -oz. Bottles 75C
Save 20% on a
6-Pack of Coke’
only $3.60
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00
Limited delivery area.

NEED A CAR???
1st TIN11’. Ill ’YERS WANTEI)
()yr’ urcdit vvitti
Start v(
ho co-signcr. oAc

No Crcdit? Rid Crcdil? Cloud Crcal ’
We’ll Deliver A Car To You!

0

OA C

Must ask for Doctor Finnegan
StinnyVaie Ford 738-18(X)
Tht( :redit I )( )(’ior t

$

) Voti

hi

LP-87-440A

OFF!

I
I$

Any 12" 2-item or more
1.
pizza from Domino’s Pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
1
Valid at listed locations only. 1
Expires in two weeks.
1
I
Fast, Free Delivery2648 Alum Rock Ave.!!
510 S 10th St.
I
Phone: 298-3030 Phone: 251-6010
1
1909 Tully Rd.
I
Phone: 926-4200

I
I
I
I

I
!
I
ll
I
L-87 440B

OFF!.

Any 16" 2-item or more
pizza from Domino’s Pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Valid at listed locations only
Expires in two weeks.
Fast, Free Delivery510 S. 10th St.
2648 Alum Rock Ave
Phone: 298-3030 Phone: 251-6010
1909 Tully Rd.
Phone. 926-4200
=====
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WELCOME
11 NEW KIND OF FORD
IMBUE STREET.
FESTIVA. THE PRODUCT OF FORD’S WORLDWIDE RESOURCES.
A direct result of Ford’s worldwide resources and engineering expertise, Festiva was first
introduced in Japan. It was an immediate sales success. And an immediate design award winner.
Little wonder. It’s a car that offers quick, maneuverable, state-of-the-art fun.

FESTIVA. THE FUN STARTS AT
And it includes front-wheel drive. A 1.3 liter
4 -cylinder engine. Power front-disc brakes. Radio.
Rack and pinion steering. High -back cloth bucket seats.
Split fold-down rear seats. Side window demisters.
And lots more. All standard. Or you may choose
Festiva LX, which includes things like a 5-speed manual
transaxle. Tilt steering column. Electronic AM/FM
stereo. Dual electric remote control mirrors. Rear window
defroster. And more. All for $6,868.
Phone
(Sticker prices exclude title, destination charges and
taxes. Aluminum wheels shown, $396 extra.)
SrPeri

r

e) I l)t).

i)

FESTIVA. A WORLD OF ROOM INSIDE.
446

Festiva’s hatchback design has 98.4 cubic feet of interior space.
Which means Festiva is not only handy for carrying people and cargo, but is actually
roomier inside than many cars that are larger on the outside.
Festiva. Big inside. Small outside. And fun all over. It’s a whole new kind
of Ford. And a whole new way to greet the street.
Call 1 800 841-8000 ext. 1 for your free Festiva kit.

6-YEAR/60,000-MILE POWERTRAIN WARRANTY.
Ford now covers all new 1987 Ford cars with a 6-year/60,000-mile
warranty on major powertrain components. Restrictions and deductible apply.
See your Ford Dealer for a copy of this limited warranty.

404
010j
4727.70111
volt- ill
ANIP1

WELCOME
FORD FESTIVA.

Have you driven a Ford.. lately?

1

Campus
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CAREER DAY AT FIVE BRANCHES INSTITUTE Cone. of Traditional
Gene. Medicine In Csinotnla
the Centred Acupunetunst (CA )
is
Primary ...care Provider
Fee Branches Inane’e has an
outIanding

academic and clini
cal curriculum which can prepare
you tor tfils new yet tradItionat
prot.slon

We ha. reached
stage beyond plonpertng that
promises growing and maturing
professional status in health..

background lobe proud on 11 you
are creetIve pee,omrasi. & can
portray InotesslonaNN call for
info Mlentlew 9954637
EXHAUST

PROC
OPERATORS
NEEDED at VARIAN Full time,
weekend sell (Endey. Saturday

Sunday Monday) R.q.ilres U S
cnIzeinehlp
technical penta
lion and good record keep..
NIP Call Liz el (415) 493,600
eel 445

m the U S Join u tor day of lec
lures. presentations, veers, end
lours’ SATURDA . May 9th. 9AM
4PM. 200 7111 Avenue. Santa Cruz

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK vaned Ou
tie. flea has, nibs & wind. Call
Debby Janet at 298-7393

peer Yacht Harbor) 1406) 476E424 FREE ADMISSION

JOB HUNTING, Get exclusive guldes
to BAY Area Care*, in Adventsing. Biotechnology. Telecom,.

CAREER DAY AT FIVE BRANCHES IN
STITUTE Co.. of Treettlonal
Chinese Medicine In California
the Canned Acupuncturist (C A t
Is
Primary Hesithcere Provider
Five Branches institute has an
outstanding acadernIc and clint
cal curriculum which can prepare
you for this new yet tradltionei
profession We have reached
stage beyond pioneering Met
promises growing and minoring
prolessional status In heeithcere
Intl.. US Join us lor day of IN
tures. presentations. videos. and
lours’ Saturdsy. M. 9. 9AM 4PM. 200 7th Avenue. Santa Cruz
(near Teclit Harbor) 14061 4769424. FREE ADMISSION
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & pro
freestonel growth as Volunteer N.
hen In world renowned local
program
Counseling, support
services, admIn data processing.
public mare.", fund-raising.
etc BI- 8 mono-lingual, all me tors. grad & unenvied Expel,
ence from clerical to post -grid,
intro-loNeroverl WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICEF PO Boa
952.0 J 95106. call 280-5055
DENTAL OPTICAL

STUDENT

PI AN

Enroll now’ Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S
call (408) 371.6811

Ont. or

AUTOMOTIVE
best offer Call 2347724
72 VW SQUAREBACK. EN cond
one owner, has luggage rack Call
2744105 eves .$1500 bo
’69 VW BUG’ Good condition very tellable only $900 Call Jim at 377720t 730-0680

COMPUTERS
SELL

IBM

COMPATIBLE

com
puler XT complete system for
$570, AT complele system tor
51195 PC-COM. computer 6 se cease.. 404 S 3rd St . corner of
San Salvador, 2951606
.pt Visa or MC

We

cc -

FOR SALE
FUTONS.. CREATE YOUR own living
& sleeping space with our tutons.
pillows, 8 frames Customs Futons & Pillows Plus, 900 S Winchester Blvd (brewn Moorpark &
WIlllems)San Jose 296-6161 10.,
Discount on futons* ad
RESEARCH

PAPERS

15.276 Ave’,

able! Catalog 02 00 Research.
11322 Idaho. e206, Los Angel/5.90025
TOLL -FREE
HOT
LINE
800-351-0222..t 33
VISA MC or COD
SONY PORTABLE RAW TV w coos
as fin $99 VHS movies tectory
copies $10 ea Call 2989428
YOU CAN
DELTA

OWN A NEW GRAND
10-speed for less than
$415 MHC Bicycle Sales otters
low-cost transport/Mon needs for
Ike student All eat.. flnal 30 cloy
guarantee Days 942-7736, Eves
293-4780 ask for Joe

HELP WANTED

288-9753
AIRLINES

CRUISEL INF S
HIRING’
Summer
Career’
Good
Pay
Travel Call for guide cassette.
nemsservIce. (9161944-4444 .20

TELLERS
BANKING
Full and part -lime position. OWN
able at our Redwood Cle Rice
Requiring previous cashiering te
pen... with customer contact
or teller experience a plus, good
communication and customer
service skills, light typing end 10key skills required We encourage
you to apply In person Accepling
applications between 9 AM -4 PM
700 fl
GI ENDAL E FEDERAL
Camino Real. Redwood City
Equal Opportunity Employer
Inc
E C.A
COSMETIC Set ES
seeking niskeup anise. fragrance
Niespeopie lo work pt Firer.Ronal events In the Bay Area $7
to 510 hr call (415)344-4436
COUNSELOR -WORK WITH AUTISTIC
children in group home Great
caper for psych & spec ed student. Call 1.-F. 9-5, 37’7-5412
DRIVERS POSITIONS. Pert time-Avis
Car Is now accepting apRent
plications al It San Jos* Airport
location Please apply at 1455
NE Noon Blvd between &me
and 4prn Monday through Friday
EARN UP TO 180 hr living In JAPAN
to
envelope
stamped
Send
MithreGreenhau.r. 1639 Mendolana.

Newbury

Pee.

Cl

91320

PAWN $400-$600 Per

month Pen inn.
52000-$6000 tulI Ilme Call Mike at
354-7629

EARN 5100 to $500 end more weekiy
Nomeworkers needed for corn pony propecl Woe In your spare
time For further Information rush
stamped self eddressiNI envelope
to NIK Malicompony, P0 Bow 25,
Gentle. C

JOBS’ JOBS’ JOBS’ IOW for students Join our marketing staff
Take now and renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon-Weds
Sat & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Ca/1370-5090
MUSCIANS WANTED lo ere this summer Guitarists, Pastels. singers
Call Dere H 6205465
NEEDED"

Mature,

responsible female, parttime clerical, good tele
phone skills
Friendly Pike.
57 hr close to campus Can 2607373

NOW ACCEPTING Alen !CATIONS for
San Jose PRICE CL US at tttt
Story Rd Greet promotional op
potholer... Representatives from
Price Club will be on campus in
front of Student Union on May 7th
from 10AMIPM
PART & FULL TIME RETAIL NFL P"
National Min preparing for Spring
& Summer work if !accepted, you
will earn 511 75 starting, PT (70)
Nm per wk equal $235 FT (40)

tenses on the lob Morning progrew Good math & reading skills
St.. plus Some evening 8 weekend positions are svelte., &
some flexibility Is allowed during
final exams In addffion. If you
qualify. corporate scholarships
are awarded. Internships ere nos,
sIble & you may sem 2.3.4 credit. tin or semester During your
winter spring 11 especially summer breaks, toil rime work is avail
Call today for info Len Interviee.
or call Mon .Fri - between roams
2pm 977-0666 If the 11. Is busy.
please be patient & try again ’An
equal opportunity company’
PART TIME JOBS" We mantel auto
club memberships for the mercy
compantes

Pad -lime

easy

hours, weekly psych..

$7 to

515 hourly commission. complete
training provided Gee export
IMICe for your resume R C SMITH
CORP , 2474570
PART TIME SALES’ Resume end piling service. secellent commissions Bay Areas most xperienced Student discounts Career
Canter at 243-4070
PIANIST WANTED!’ Dynamic versatile
ex p Able to play rag to rock. olo
Ncomp for the OPRY HOUSE
bawdy vaudevlie show Thur.
eves & peas vends Great tun
weal oppl y Noel 266-4282
GO GO is now hiring for
cook, counter & driNr positions
for summer & fall Call 280-07011

PIZZA

finest athletic club has
San Jos
ft pt openings for de.. resteuront
and illness position. Cell Mike 7
el 267-3700
OFFICERS".
SECURITY
time part time, all shins We
train Apply in person Mon
gem-tpen. 260 Meriden Ace,

Full
will
Fri
San

Jose. call 296-5040

AFTER SCHOOL SUPERVISION" Inv
replete need 3 15pm to 6 15prn
EITVITH. 54 hr Call 971-8118 or

cino

Prepared by Pee..
reparclers 52760 each Send
check made to Otywise or Vi. MC name. number, Non date
and signature Designate AO or
BIOTECH or TELECOM CityWi.
Censer Guiders. Dept 204, 5533
Broadway. Oakland CA 946,6

oil

COKE MACHINE FOR SALE" Meese
call 295-2035

91310

PARR $100 to $500 and more weekly
Horneworkers needed for company protect Work in your spare
tIns For further informoalon rush
stamped welt addressed envelope
to NW Melicompany P 0 Rot 24,
Castel, Ca 91310
ENCYCl OPEDIA SALES’ Map your
$240 per
prosperity -earn
own
Sete. pins additional Incernee
pennant We offer a comenee
DI educational products We otter
h. video treining For an Inter
Nes cell Mr Need el 241 3295

WORK STUDY ONI v for f AL t 87 in
STUDENT UNION iNFORMA DON
CENTER Apply at Student link.

peps

cell
Me
14041241 -MO? .401

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE

HOUSING’ Neer San
Jose Slate rot students Don t
haslet parking walk to school
hoe %alines monthly disc Fully

SECURITY RECEPTION all shins ft pi
55-56 hr to short Full ONO., no
experience needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
between 010011 & San Tomes Sant. Clara Cell 727-9793
Blvd

STILL LOOKING tor summer IN? Do
you Ilk* kids, How about LAKE
TAHOE? I ate need counselors
for Camp Galilee Contact Sherri
at 2774965 for more info
STUDENT JORS. Come to Director
Office on upper floor In Student
Union or cell 277-3222
MANY LONG term &
short term & pt lir. lobs avail immediate needs tor word procrimson. Secreted**. necepton
late. late entry A clerks Pay

STUDENTS’

ran.. intry. 16-512
73841622

call NOW’

SUMMER JOB Cl Paint America’ We
provide on he poil training echo,
arship programs & excellent bon en. Painter & Mennen position
ere now avenger For application
call Flee al 963 4900
SUMMER JOBS IN AQUATICS MliplDept
UM
Recrestion
rae
guards swim instructor 6 22-6-21
3040 hrs eh APPI Y NOW’ Call
942-2470
TELEMARKETING
full pen
54 hr to
bonus A
company

START

TODAY,

Eerie. hours
time
stan
commission &
netional carpel cleaning
le looking for enthieles-

tic persons lo help espand Its Bay
sree operation
0720

Call

now

e.o.m. oven $675 filo
Nem 4th St. 354.1104

DECORATOR APARTMENT.
CONDO style. 1 bedroom Avail
e bb e for mature person long arm
preferred Must be financially reapOnclble. clean quiet and sober
only 551-553 S fith St. 7930909 287-2077 ON 5pm 5450
SINGI F OCCUPANCY

WAITRESS WANTED pan IN. at MIN
ATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
Call Mee et 996 9711 for detail.
617N 11111 St , San JONI
WNTD CIJ to play for peels pony
pop rab musk May 23,4414m.S75
415411459611132
Angels
Cell
.158

SERVICES

REwming

Thesis development preparation
StatIstic All fields Catalog Berkeley (415)526-4957. 641-5036
FE 5 IF s is that ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROJECT doe and you have
no respire. tor Ideas or what to
bulld7 SHI Electronks is com
milled to ofer low coal consul,
ing needs for the student Call
days 942-7736 Eves 293-47E0

EL ECTROI. YSIS
CLINIC"
UN
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Contldential
335 S
Beywood
Ave Ser. Jose call 747-7406 tor

Good Clean Fun

PERSONALS

REP6API RIVE
TV NARCS
,
. . . ._,. ,. . .,__FPRT Iff: CAW% 7if PM
sHoff-T-saatslviE lig
DIVIDIEE KM is AbT
OWE MEW SICR7511?16
0
/WE AA
OM,
i4 Mg5 na,),
,A\
i. -ilf rrifi-

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened. re
keying. locks & deadbolts
stalled, master keying Call 9 00
to 600 Mon thru Sal (Sun by
appt only) licensed-bonded-mo
Sib e to.. discount on labor Nth
this ad Special rates for senior
SJSU students, sta. &
faculty FREE estimates EMER
GENCIES ANYTIME
Call Ron
Hughes. Evergreen L.kemIth
Security Services, 270.3277, San
Jose All work guaranteed

0

t,

NEED FINANCIAL AID? Professional
computerized sources of grants

THE BLACK AND WHITE
BALL wes a dream’ Than* you to,
my Cinderella weekend Now how
can we lop it? L000, STACY

deep self-knowledge
Me
transition,
relationchip compallbility
and
prolound Insights into life dynarn

lobe placed on the mailing list for
lectures workshops classes

111.4. LIMIT- fiLY ,
I
PARENTS AT OUR PlArINON
ON

You
come awey from the experNnce
feeling you ye been vacationing
fOr week in Maul Call now for Information or better still. as first
lime floater call for an appoint men’ end bong this ad for
discount a Host for 130 TRAN
OUR ITT PLACE, 445 Weshington
St . Santa Clara. Ca
7200

enytIme 1415)447-3793, P.0 17Y
ing
All calls confidential, ea
panties related to pregnancy to be
discussed
INSTANT CREDIT’. NO credit crack’
No interest charges’ You ere ellgl
big’ Unlimiled credit line with toll
color catalog. VCR s trettery and
more

FREE

information plea.

National Home Shoppers,
Box 90359. San Jose, Ca 95109

write

XSAU
f.
I ¶51 1.290 III. 64 To My
PARRNTS’ MoUSR- TINS
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pus Cell PJ at 923-2309

Esperienced Meats and public.
lion typist Standerd and micro cassette transcriplion Word processing instruction meltable RIO
5
Mon -Fri
By
appointment
Chryael 923-8461

AAAA ACCURACY, ACHIEVEMENT.
ACftNOWLACCOUNT ABE ITY,
EDGEARLE in typing t,ah
lops
Thanks
trust Tony 296-2087

end

person.,
Call 365-1012

1CO

virlem

414
,

ACCOMPLISHED,
AWARD WINNING typist 10 min
utes from SJSU 10 years experience typing r.eerch popes,

typing

eke shod stores) transcription
FREE SPELCHEK. copy edit 111 re-

welcome

quested). proof. Pec atop. Student faculty
discounts
(Pick

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL? Two
linger typing gol you down, They
cell Gall at A WORD OR TWO for
quality

etc (and group proukti welcome
Free spell check and disk storage

By appoint

TYPING

theses

typing of reports and
297 8442, If no answer

please leave message
COIL I INTO FOR PROFESSIONAI
WORD PROCESSING
Report,
theses group prorects. resume,
APA specialty Quick return on
all papers All work guaranteed
Per page and hOurly rates Alma

turnaround
5875

Need Thanks
PERFECTION’
t *SFR
PRINTER lypeN1 gustily output
Word processing alt. best Have
done own nesters thesis Expert

AAAAH

@need in resumes, letters, theses.
professional baCk-Up & group
protects No poil too small or too
large Reasonable Call Barber al
926-4370 TODAY,

rienuscrIpta, tape transcription
and wilt meet all deedltnes Hourly
rates Work guaranteed Jane al

querant.d Professional quick &
dependable service at AFFORD
RI F RTES". Call Pam et 247
2681 (Santa Clara) Further say
ings with referral discounts’

Teresa
A BEAUTIFUL PAP A every time Ex
pereneed. professional word prorheoe.,
repaper.,
cessing
sumes, office overflow, mailings,
newsletters Student DisNunls
Guaranteed work Only 10 No
utes from campus Words and
More (Pamela) 923-7610

A.PLUS TYPING 17 years esperionce
1 2 block loom bus bide Rapid
turnaround SelecIrle 11 & Fpacin
minimum
51 Sc page
l 0-800
charge. 55 Avelleble seven days
week Cell Torn at 292-4096
PROCESSING
WORD
BE ARABI E
Term papers, theses. book ...riots resumes, cover letters.
maIling Ilsts etc Minor editing

REST PAPER when we’ve word
proc.sed II’ Prolessional typing
editing of your term papers
theses, tethers. whatever Guar
Fapartallead
ante. xcellence
word processors, dependable.
lost end evellable NE San Jo.
Call 251-0449

PROFESSIONAI
AND
ACADEMIC
word processing PJ s Word Pro

available Free disk etorage Sat
!election guaranteed Call Nile
(leave rms..) 267-2149
TERESA
HILL SANTA
AREA fast, accurate typing and
word processing available seven
days S week Academic. business

OSSOM

GT

WORD

PROCFS

Term

pepers

theses manuals, tape trans resumes free disk storsge Student
ales Fast trnrnd 271 9186
PROCESS IT WRITE

251-5942
APA format, term paper. Meals wel
corned 10 years typing word pro.
ceasing asp Ley.’ gustily print,
mg Very competitive rate. and
fest turn around evelleble Students Peeve discount Nth ID
ask for
Access Data. 281-4962

24E-

dissertation.. etc All academic
’runlets
APA Free disk slim
age SPELCHEK p
II
d
gremmar assistance
All work

den Branham area Free disk sior
TYPING
age
PROF
STENO
SERVICE al 264-4504
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types of papers, all lengths
St 60 page typing 6 spellIng.dou
ble space 51 85 page typing 6
full proof...ding Campbell wee
local pickup & delivery 066-6960

Santo Clara

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
Nademic business, legal word
processing needs Term pacers.
reports, resumes, cover letters.
group protects, manuels, theses,

ACCURATE,

St 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Gulch turnaround All work guar

A

Ail 4

’

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING -923846t 204. STUDENT DISCOUNT
All formals (APA, Mt A. %NMI.

of packages lo choose from, all

1411 L EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA,
TION. Shabbat dinners, panes.

IF YOU ARE PREGNANT end consid
happily
terIng adoption we are
married childless couple Can

:)4

Service oilers quality,
gusenteed work Esperienced In
term papers, thesis. group pro.
(acts resumes, menuscripts cod
letters Only minutes from cern

KUIIRIAN Distinctive porneture
tee a NnsitIve touch A vinery

(408) 243-

Sunday brunch.. lectures. Tues.
day Lunch and Lam . Israeli
dancing, holiday celebrations
For information cell Hill& at 2948311

auk

i

ceasing

lob I. env quality laser printing
Cover letters and envelopes also

reasonably priced
ment (408)259-5941

1.4147111111=17.1111P00,41:,

Classified

RESUMES" fliotinctlye end Prolessional We write and print your resume, presenting your qualifies
lions In
way that .1s you the

Stressed
outTTT Come to the only floala
rIum In Northern California Snag
Inc yourself floating on a 30.. so
line solution Your body forgets
the water
The muscles that

t
Minn.L

Ai

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK

relasetIon

siAJTA ceoz 1

TeRtileS1

r.

relationship’ Please call Brian at
298,2308

muscular

To Gass

when you mention this ad For
FRFF
appointment call
Pour
SmIth Photogrephy at 758.1379

FINALE COMPANION WANTED to
rive with sincere handicapped
man Want to establish lasting

Total

c.. . . ,
.7

""N

mall Reasonable rates Student
discounts Call us’ (Ron Business
Communications .1 9481502

usually hold you agoinst gravity
can now Let Go’ The experience
ie Illie floating in space Results,

(.05., WE
NAVE A
corrAd.E. IN

your priceless memories forever
Budget and deluxe packages
available Complimentary 8 x 10

FLOTATION RFL AXAT1ON

TL

,:i;

Bill Lukas

CArR i -

volit’ine
t

PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOG
RAPHY by a &Jar grad Cherish

ics and your soul, path I nave
been in prIvate practtce as a Pro
tessional Psychic Consultant and
’,nolo., since 1970 and use
vast stray or techniques in serv
ing you A stogie session does
the lob-amazingly rapid. @fictive
and practical S75 hr. $45 30 min
References Carol Willie M A Call
(408) 734-9110 for appointment or

7V

.____T,Tv

P

S0
mmac

at reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 749-2820 437-5333

guidance,
Clarifying

N

-13104,4,11N, ARDODNIP

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
got
You’ve got the party we
the music’ Michel PrOduCtIOnt
provides wide varlety of music
tor your wedding, party, or dance

PROFESSIONAL

FOR ORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE.
stc lass metaphysical counsel
ing Is excellent for Muting life dl
rec.., and purpose vocational

aW Bt,CKS COW
GoLDILCEKS,Dell- Uctivr
AND I’M GOOD FCR iT!
70 PM PEN SCATE!
OKAVAG au I
FORGET TIE fiViTY SIVE’
LET PIE GET
Goa snows tree fthw.
Had MUCH
YOU MY KID
YOu WIWT?
NOM, CaL-FACE?
I uwr snail!BROTHER.
FWD ToNS cf
&
IT’
- -’
MI 1
FOX
.
FOX a
..
..
4,-

Home On The Range

4559 eller 5prn.weetrends
CONGRAT ALPHA PHI ALPHA Pledge
class 87 We re glad u made it’ We
luv guys.Karla & Candi

6 INGING__!

Haw -WM ErAiF This Is

e:-T-

scholarships loans Guaranteed
minimum GI the sources Bee
Nnable
rates
Computerized
scholarship sources .1 14151651

BRIAN,

Gene Mahoney

NAN07.. . . wrinr"..D0GERII

appointment

S50 REWARD for return of GLASSES
1.1 near Son Carlos & 10Ih St
THURSDAY Tortoiseshell tram.
in dark case Cell 723.1098

Esc le a d al
dents can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters

DAYSTAR SECRETARIAL
Profes
atonal student typal and skilled

reports resumes, publIcelons,
manuscripts,
correspondence.
etc Will aid In grammar spelling -

word processor Dependable end
test’ Perfect linIshed OO<Urnen.
from Weer winter
no typos
whileoul. etc I St SO per page
Call Sharon at 358-2717 ITO My
repeal Chant, Cell 10 reserve lime
for your protects before end ol
semester rush is on’i
PROCF SSING 266Former I nolish male, can
vor pholary
w grammar
Term re
structure
sentence

EDITING WORD

punctuation For prompt 7 day
response
IN. message for
Pamela at 780-1821
PROFESSIONAL EDITING OF term pa
pee. theses, and dissertations
Help wlth orient:lotion grammar
and punctuation Please call 554

9448

assist

ItearCh papers (SPA Turanian
Campbell) also resumes cover
IN legible copy please Students
and faculty welcome Willow Glen
area. easy to locate
Morton 266-9448

Call Mrs

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term popes. research papers
theNs A dissertations (Campbell.

8650
SUCCESS ENTERPRISES
SIONAL typing a,,d

PROEFS
huSinhay

services Fast reasonable anCI
near unlversIty Call 14081 2924047
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFFES
SIONAL typing A business serv
Ices Fast reasonable, end seer
untversity Call 14081297-4047
SUN -RISE

Turabian. APA 3rd ed 1. seme,.
plays. resumes. cover & follow -op
letters. rienuseripts (books ant

PUBLICATIONS

offers

quality pilling typtng services.
word processing
135105 turnaround Reasoneble rates Coil!

257-4333 or vls11 at 4255 WIleame
Rd . Suite 024, San Jose
TERN PAPERS

RESUMES. Need
help, Call SOS ’ Word Pew
ceasing Spell Check Le. Ofelity Printers Resumes (10 cope.
Ittol (Cone, Lener.
EnNlopee
PholoNples
choice of paw
EllperenCerd
Yet
Immense.
7354845 (Sue) Sunnyvale

1

TYPING.’

REASONABLE RATES.
Santa Clara arN Ceti Patti at 246S633

TYPING $200 me. resume 55 & Op.
minimum charge 55 We use IN&
compatible. WOrditlat word pEoc.a..’ and lettrn quality printer
PC-COM, 404 S 3rd St. conneeof
One block Rare
San Salved,
campus Call 295 1606
WORD EXPERTISE Word Proc.eleg
thesis disprellon manuscript.:
English French Spanish
14E41
37,8720
WORD PROCESSING’ Term papa..
reports, elc Students. faculty
? est, accurate Convenient lobe
lion 00 1260 Leigh Cell Linda Ito
roles at 998-0764
WORD PROCESSING’ Students. Instructors. small business Tem
popes. Mese resumes, man
tads, disserlstions mass melting.
etc
FleatOnallite
Spell chClt.
rates Call K & R Desktop Senn
ices at 274 7671 l United pick 512
8 delivery
WORD

PROCESSING

term papers
Quick barn

special protects etc
around. cel 272-0414

WORDPROCESSING & MISC TYPING
Thesis essays. ’Mune& publia
flans. manuscrtpls 629-1346

’

ZEE s TYPING AND SECRETARINL
SERVICES Fast. Pewee week
evallet. seven days a week located In the Riots., HIE sap.
Teresa area Call 365-1012

MONICA" HAPPY ANNIVERSARY’All
of my LOVE. KEITH

Print Your Ad Here

PENPALS FOR GROWN-UPS avail
able reforldwkle Details from PEN

Minimum three lines on one day

REM EUROPEAN BREAKTHROUGH
hair skin care is sun & neglect
aging you prematurely, Check
this self done, unadvertised, non
OTC tern anytime VIKTOR (Veek
torlInd distr 279-3774629-7721
SNICKER-BAR BOY. never Old I thin.
Id heer you say It EN comeback if
you’N take me to the GREEK FESTIVAL after fleets! Ed May 72nd.
10.4. Se 23rd, 10-10 Sun
Noon- tOPM Great GREEK food.

SOMETHING

THAT

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line)

Ad Rates

SOCIETY. (C 16) Cheney. Lancs,
England

na. & Perk Abet $2. or 7 for $2
*les ad For more Into call 24E2770 Your SUGAR I IPS’

Entry
level
AGENCY
$3 75 hr filing and ticket deify
Mies CW1971 ID 18

EDITORIAI

Sheila Neal
itiNAT
11-16 HEC
01D THEY VIKE"
A VA cA7ioN
FRotil ?

EVERYBODY
WENT
ON
wICATICN,
ISAAC

NOOODY
15
AROUND

Assoc , (415) 349-4407

LOST AND FOUND

9pm and Saturday 10 to 3pm WIN
rIghl person. hours can be fleet
Ine Cell 378-3382. selt for KIM

10343 N None Rd CupertIrm

Isaac Newt

1920’s

musk. sweets. & dance 12E0
Devi. SI nr Hwy 17 bent The Me-

TRAVE1

\
,11/7111:

sok for Joe

SUNNYVAlE ROOM in 3 bdrm opt at
Wolfe El Camino.
15 min to
SJSU. 1240 mo
cep (12 Mill
Cell anytime 738-8274

moth/Wed. enthusiastic p.p.
Monday through Friday from 4 30-

RESTAURANT now hir,
TOI FRIDAY
Ing welter eases & am cooks
Apply in person been 24 sedye

ItesA.

DATA ANAL YSIS
Clear ypi
nations pew... UM A multiv
nate ealletics
IBS Reseerch

E Wil

94E-

TELEMARKETING’ START TODAY’
Work In
friendly atmosphere
We wIll train you to make top
Earn $S 25 hour plus bonuses
and nightly Incentive. We want

cW CAIM
WE iiildEltOER
SrERGINY

With Mn Care
Gwyn Chtstgren
RE, 559-3500,1645 S Bascom
ve
erC ’ Mak Today Gone In
MOrrOW

manager

SUMMER RATES May 1 to July 31 2
large neater bedrooms b 2 full
lNth 6 closets 2 bike horn
parting,
Underground
SJSU
game on. sun neck. bbq eras, ml

rislY CAM 4010 WM*

0, OIM rotes grew
sit Nes ArAYSTEP
Name maze fecal

4C17Y/ST AA’"

al

end faculty Call Nene June o.
1987 and gel your first pp at I 7
price Unwanted Hair DIsappears

FEMAI C ROOMMATE WNT TO share
1 bdrm apt 3 bile It, SJSU.
5225 mu Avail 6 ’eves 294-4120

Also need part -lime
stoning In May

wHy

ir

WM," 1 MIK
gbirlit17
HOGY 641/1 ’

moia your unwanted halt Ictiln,
nikent tummy moustache etc)
15 percent discount to studenta

color
TV VCR end
houweineepIng service Shared or
single rooms svelte. Onke 72
N 51h St cell 996-0734

STUDIO APT. 2 miles NORTH of ea
pus 1425 nto has este rrn (se
dy bdne
for one)
Call 288
6847 275-9509 or 1 600-874-8200

1441Y )119 /10/PrT

BARE IT All’Stop shaving vexing,
tweezing of LeIng chemical depilltones let me permanently re-

furnished

SJSU AREA 2br r b1 new carats. Net
clean rernodid 555 S ath St
8610w.
deposit 415-364,1259

college

Berke Breathed

114 4 Nava a NE XONCY
KEMP/Sat 001166/11 ON
110 NOY 10 WOW new
1/0721 TUNE Of AMC ameee

research proect if you nava
had low back Dein tor more than
se months
are 20-55 years

Directors nice on top floor

nkaticms

earnings per wit equal $470 No
cep is neNte because of our In

FUN IN THE SUN In a ’73 DATSUN
plus -up DEPENDABLE $14130 or

WE

ENJOY YOUR SUMMER Wale ’vestry
greet money and creating
radi
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Two
One
Days
Day
$435
3 Lines $355
4 Lines
$435 $515
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$4 75
$555
$635
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$500
$5 BO
$660
$740

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
go 05
$1 20
$1 35

95035
WANTED SPERM DONORS of all re
tenant*. CaN Los 011vos Repro
dmtive Research at 358-0451

SERVICES
5ACKCHE7 PALMER CO1 FOE OF
CHIROPRACTIC -Weal is currently
peeping patents for FREE Nrteelnetions A neer.att as pan of

111111111111111:

11111.411111111111111111111
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1

1

1.

Prod Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-14 Lines $6300
5-91 Ines $4600
15 Plus Lines $80 00

Address

PhOne

Phone 277-3175
City 8 State _

ACTUALLY

WORKS," He’ll always put the
seat down Nth a POTSTICKER
Send $750 to OK Productions,
PO Roe 360190, Milizeis. Ca

111111111111111

Enclosed is $

01

Linen__

I:WA

Circle a Clawkation
Help Wanted

Personals

Travel

Housing
For Sale

Lost 8 Found

Stereo

Typing

Computers

Announcements
Automotive

Services

SEMI/CHECK MONEY MEP
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Slate University
San Jose, California 95192

Classified Des* Located Outside 08H205
Hours 900A M to330P M
Deadline’ Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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APAIITOW
DISCOVER

Steven H. Nakano

EMPHASIS ON CRIMINAL LAW

Sugihara

Nakano
Atturiuc

:

AT LAW

-,

A Professional Corporation
161 Fast Jackson St Sine, 200

5

998-1985

14

ri/P. NAGASAKI

Glenn P. Sugihara

Family Cuisine
C;IN Zik
Restaurant
2l5 E Jackson

Sushi
Ty..MkivPaUkria

279-9891

Hrs II 3Dem-7 45pm

sU

230E Jackson
San Jose, CA
197-0153

Home of
Teriyaki Spareribs

Japanese

Authentic
Japanese
Cuisine

Closed Tuesdays
111118Essemsa.

Lunch 11 30-2 00
Dinner 5 00-9 30

-41\

8
GREATEST SELECTION
OF JAPANESE FOOD
IN SAN JOSE

rui

5

N 5th Street

Specializing in Asian Food
Fresh
Sashimi, Fish
Sukiyaki, Meat
fl
Japanese Foods
LW.
Japanese Sake and Beer
1.

V.

7

9

MINATO

2

617N. 6th Street
San Jose (408) 998-9711

10

DOBASHI MARKET
295-7794
240 EAST JACKSON
SAN JOSE, CA 95112

8
4

6th Street

4

(OMBEI
I

11111

OKAYAMA RESTAURANT
Escape to Japan For

NESE CUISINE
e0 1)

qv111,
NO

* SUKIYAKI
* TEMPURA
* SHUSH!

UR"
Lunch & Dinner
Monday thru Saturday
193 E. Jackson St.
San Jose
271) 4,i1 I

. Authentic Japanese Cuisine
10
565A N. 6th St
San Jose
’Just South of Elas titili

7

Member of
American Optometric Association

279-9920

2
DIAMONDS
WATCHES CLOCKS
GUARANTEED WATCH REPAIRING

Robert S. Okamoto, O.D.

JACKSON .11 EWEI, R

Doctor of Optometry

212F Jackson St
San Jose CA 95112

KREMENTZ JEWELRY

Open 9am-5:45pm
Closed Sundays
and Thursdays

Telephone
(408) 293-3730

6

"Wonderful World of Cakes"

AKI’S BAKERY
We Use Top Quality Ingredients
Special Occasion Cakes,
Wedding Cakes and Assorted Pastries

214 East Jackson St., San Jose 294-5575

Closed Wed

I 1,ii if I bet Facilities

SEIKO WATCHES

Bob Santo
210 E. Jackson St.
San Jose (408) 295-1631

Available

No. 12

entertainer
ale Spatial! Daily

Thursday. May 7, I9s7

SELECTION
:SE FOOD

Asian Food
sh
eat
oods
,ake and Beer

El

L3E1
ft;

I MARKET
7794
JACKSON
CA 95112

AURANT

sine .
Closed Wed
iquet Facilities Available

Highway to heaven
Ito
St
31
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’Pat, can I buy a vowel?’
V

in

’Take Aim’
nn Sp
ks’
tob ogr phy The greeting business

hard work and having a dream." Vanna’s dream is to star in a Woody Allen
movie
Is she serious? Isn’t this the same
person who turns letters on "Wheel of
Fortune?"
Not only does Vanna give good
advice, but she also made sure to include two (count ’em) color photo
White, that little darlin’ of "Wheel of sections. Some pictures are of her as a
Fortune" fame, has written an autobi- youngster, in her first formal, that sort
ography entitled "Vanna Speaks" of thing. Most of the photos are of the
(Warner Hooks, S15.95).
present-day Vanna. Vanna at home.
Vanna writes about her loves. Vanna with her boyfriend. Vanna and
family and career (?) She talks about her cat.
her humble beginnings in North MyrVanna, that’s her real name,
tle Beach. South Carolina. She talks started out as a model in Atlanta. She
about how she has finally "made it" claims her best features are her legs,
in Hollywood. She talks about life.
hands and hair.
In the first chapter she discusses
She did a lot of catalogue and
everything from her sleeping habits to commercial work, and then she dehow to crochet an afghan. She tells of cided to make the big move to Hollyher love for her cats and cinnamon- wood. She was only in Los Angeles
spiced coffee. She writes about her for two years when Mery "Game
eating habits - she never eats break- show God" Griffin spotted her at the
fast and the eight questions most
audition. He said she turned letters the
frequently asked by her adoring fans.
best.
Other important information is
Since then her career has taken
Vanna wears a perfect size five, off. As Pat Sajak writes in the forward
which she calls "handy." She was "Like Garbo and Cher, she only
born in 1957 and her skin varies from needs one name: Vanna.
dry to slightly oily.
Vanna has had her share of skeleVanna comes up with some as- tons in her closet.
The most publitounding observations.
cized has been the "Playboy" photos.
-The great thing about clothes When Vanna first arrived in Los Anis that when worn properly, they en- geles, she posed for
some lingerie
hance your best features and draw at- ads.
tention away from those you’re not so
Vanna says her job has enabled
happy about."
her to do many things, like endorsing
Thanks. Vanna. That’s a good products. She says she has gotten lots
piece of advice.
of offers, but she will only endorse
"I know the press suggests that I products she really uses and believes
made it on looks alone and that in. She eats at McDonald’s, sleeps on
clothes are what matters most to me. Spring Air mattresses, cats Nestle’s
That couldn’t be further from the chocolate and she has been using Ruftruth. I believe that success in anyPuf s for years.
thing depends on who, not what,
That’s comforting. For a moment
you are. More than that, it involves there I thought Vanna was selling out.
By Deborah). Kaplan
Vanna speaks . . . but does shc
think?
Just when you thought it was safe
to walk into a local bookstore, Vanna

Pages

Greeting% cards are a way of
life. When it is hard to find
time to write letters, sending
cards is an easy way to express how
one feels.
The newest from Hallmark
"When-You-Care-Enough -to-Send-The
-Very-Best" Cards, Inc. range from
the glittery to the beefcake and from
the silly to straightforward prose.
There are cards for every
occasion: for someone joining the
military service, getting a new job,
getting a divorce, having twins, the
death of a pet, getting a driver’s
license and getting braces.

Thc

newest selection of cards
include:
A drawing of a woman
with a dreamy look in her eyes asks,
"How do I love thee?" Inside.
I’m still stuck on
"Don’t ask me
why."
Rhett Butler saying,. "Frankly,
Scarlett. . I don’t give a gift.
A picture of a shirtless muscular
man playing strip poker. Inside it
reads, "Sometimes winning isn’t
everything."
One pastel card in handwritten
script read.. "I 1n-1,1,-i-stand v..1.

Square Roots will play the Spartan Pub Wednesday at 8 to II p.m.
X10-sive Research will perform
at 8 p.m. at the Spartan Pub next
Thursday. Call Michael Smith at 2726909 for information.
Michael Hedges and Michael

F sni
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{ nir. Fah can’t week,
is,mptois! tit o a+.11
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Part two

Manrig will perform May 16 at the
Cabaret in San Jose. Call 246-0841
for information.

OM?

wk,

oh, Mr. F.shr It’s
so 9..4 to See Linn"
-----

1

69’

Schaballo Dance Company will
perform at Footwork, in San Fran
cisco on May 22 and 23 at 8:30 p.m.
Call (415)453-7995 for information

Entertainer
The Entertainer supplement is an arts/entertainment
guide that appears each Thursday in the Spartan Daily.
Editor
Amy L. Pabalan
Photo Editor
April Swift
Special Sections Manager
Jeff Rausis
Cover Photo by Joe Gosen
Highway 280, deemed the world’s most beautiful freeway,
winds its way through rolling hills between San Francisco
and San Jose.
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An exhibition of drawings and
prints by Betty Bates and I.inda
Benjes will be shown from noon to 4
p.m. May 15 at the Downtown Gallery. Call 741-1908 for information.
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Sounds easy enough. Here’s a list
of greeting cards we would like
to sec:
On the cover, a sexy woman
says. "I want you to plant your seed
very deep . . ." Inside: . . .in the
ground. Happy Arbor’s Day!"
For those in love with bricklayers: "Please stop building walls
between us."
A card with a group of people
screaming, but the cartoon bubble
above them is empty. Inside: -fake
off those damn headphones!’’
OK. it isn’t the very best one can
send to family and friends. I better
stick to sending greeting cards written
by other people.
Editor’s note: This is the last
Entertainer section for the Spring
semester. Remember to take aim
and shoot straight for those dreams.
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Amy L. Pabalan
they have to find out what a father
would like to see, she said.
"They may not be in love, but
they have to imagine what it is like to
write about it, " Bolton said.

Vir
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OT

Calendar
Dinner With The Browns and
Swing Party will perform Saturday. at
TALIIIiCS in the El Pasco De Saratoga
Shopping Center. Call 379-5690 for
information.
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hink you can do better? Well.
here’s your chance.
Hallmark is always
looking for new writers, said Rachel
Bolton, a representative from the
product information department of
Hallmark Cards. Inc.
Prospective writers are asked to
send in 10 original pieces of greeting
card copy and resume to: Creative
Recruiting Manager. PO Box 419580,
Mail Drop 112. Hallmark Cards,
Kansas City, MO 64141. Examples
can be humorous or serious, or both.
You may be a good writer, but
the skills have to be appropriate to
what Hallmark is looking for, Bolton
said, Just because you are turned
down by Hallmark doesn’t mean you
are not a good writer, she added.
It takes creativity to be a greeting
card writer. Bolton said. "Writers
have to be able to empathize and put
themselves in another person’s
place." They may not be fathers, but

I
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you’re so cautious just now. Trying
again and trusting again arc always a
risk. . But I just want you to know
that I’m going to work very hard to
prove that I’m a risk worth taking."
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Heavy metal by ron Maiden

George Sakkestad
Bruce Dickerson, lead singer of Iron Maiden. shows off his black
jacket wrapped Iv ith electric neon tubing at Friday’s concert.

Daily staff photographer
Steve Harris, Iron Maiden’s bass guitar player, rips into another
song as he glares at the Spartan Stadium audience Friday .

Rockers bang heads at Spartan Stadium concert
By Lisa Bobadilla
Heavy metal mayhem ripped
through the Spartan Stadium Friday
night with a night of four metal greats.
The bands Tesla, Waystcd. Y&T
and headliners Iron Maiden produced
a headbanger’s fantasy: a night -long
!cession of metal rock.
Iron Maiden exploded onto the
stage with flames. firework explosions. neon and smoke, and delivered
both great sight and sound in its powerful performance.
Two Minutes ’To
Performing
Midnight." the band excited and electrified the crowd, as lead singer Bruce
Dickinson ran around the stage.
reaching for the audience in his neon lit leather jacket.
Dickinson may seem stand-offish
with hair to his waist and screaming
vocals, but his stage presence was an
amicable one. as he chatted between
songs.
On "Wasted Years." from the

band’s most recent album, "Somewhere In Time," Iron Maiden perfamed one of its strongest numbers.
As many lead vocalists, such as
David lee Roth. use their power over
their audience to stimulate them to violence. Dickinson did not. He enlivened them without provoking them.
With such an elaborate stage of
backdrops, neon lights, fireworks,
overhead lights and strobe lights, one
might think that Iron Maiden would
deliver style without substance. But
this definitely was not so. The stage
effects enhanced the performance. it
did not dominate it.
Iron Maiden includes a bassist,
two guitarists, a drummer and lead
vocalist who delivered on a skillful
musical level.
On "Rime Of The Ancient Mariner" from the "Powerslave"
lead guitarists, Dave Murray and
Adrian Smith wielded a haunting,
hypnotic duet which was almost

soothing. fhe band performed the
number both forcefully and eerily.
Both guitarists merged powerfully
during the I 3 -minute song as the drum
beat emerged.
During this song, the stage literally rocked as the stage effects were
utilized. The "ship galley" of a stage
rumbled and crumbled in great theatrical effect, as the driving guitar
screeched in a spectacular fusion of
stage theatrics and music.
Dickinson returned to the stage,
welcoming the crowd to the second
screaming,
part of the show.
. Wail
". . this is only a dream .
till another day." inviting the audience to sing with him.
As the guitarists more viciously
through their solos, "Eddie." a 13foot high metal machine-man and Iron
Maiden’s mascot. appeared.
Iron Maiden showcased its
power with numbers from its various
albums, not only performing primar-

from its recent "Somewhere In
Time" album, but also performed the
powerful, "Number Of The Beast,"
in its encore.
The audience consisted primarily
of male fans, from young children to
the older metalheads. Many seemed to
have attended just to hear the bands
play, sitting in the stands and grooving to the music. Those on the field
were much rowdier. They were the
true headbangers.
The audience seemed to be heavy
metal ’T-shirt collectors, exhibiting
their loyalties to other rock bands and
even Mickey Mouse.
The stadium green was threequarters packed and the seating was
more than half filled. As in most general -admission concerts, the closer
one got to the stage, the rowdier the
crowd got.
At least twice, a medical
stretcher was needed to carry out fans,
one during Y&Ts performance, and

ANNIMMINIIIME

Comics featured at SJSU show
By Mark Foyer
Attention all fans of comedy.
Three headlining stand-up comics are
coming to SJSU for a show tomorrow
night. Hold on to your funny bones.
Steven Kravitz. Tree and Bob
Rubin will be performing at Morris
Daily Auditorium at It p.m.
Each comic provides his own
brand of humor, said Pam Mom of
More I.affs Productions, who is putting on the show.
Tree has a theatrical background." Depper said. "Kravitr has
done work as an improv artist. Rubin
is just an off-the-wall comic "
Kravitz has performed in nightclubs in New York, Boston. San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles.
"He is a favorite at the Comedy
Store in Los Angeles." Dcpper said.
"He also worked in the San Francisco
Underground."
The 31 -year-old comic also appeared in five movies. including
"Peggy Sue Got Married." "Sudden
Impact," and "Howard the Duck."
"If you blinked in ’Howard the
Duck.’ you missed seeing Steven."
Depper said. "He had one line: ’Who
the hell are you?’ "
Rubin, a native of Wheeling
W.Va., arrived in San Francisco a
few years ago with one goal in mind.
He wanted to be a comic.
"He has headlined everywhere

in the Bay Area." Depper said
’’There is nobody like Rubin."
In addition to his nightclub acts.
Rubin has been on Alex Bennett’s
radio show. He and Tree arc scheduled to be on Rennetts show this
week to plug their appearances at
SJSU.
Tickets are $5 for students, 14,
for the general public. Depper said
this is a good bargin.
"All three perform usually head
line at a nightclub for two lesser
known comedians." Depper said
"For 55, a student gets three top
notch comics. Normally, for just onc
comic, they have to pay $7 at a night
club with a two drink minimum "

another during Iron Maiden.
Iron Maiden wasn’t the only
band to arouse the audience. Local
flickers y&T excited them as well,
with a sound not as heavily -metallic
as the headliners.
vscr performed a short 4,S -minute set, considering their popularity
and success of previous songs and
tours. The band performed new songs
from its forthcoming 1.1’. "Contagious." which is scheduled tor release
in June.
Y&T rocked the crowd with
"Meanstreak." a number filled with
dueling guitars and teasing guitar
solos.
"It’s Friday night. you’re at the
hest . . . party around," Meneketti
screamed. "The neighbors didn’t
want yscr here because the fans are
too rowdy!"
And that’s exactly what the concert was -- the rowdiest nicking
parts at the Spartan Stadium.
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California crufrin’

1-280: The mort beautiful hic

By !IWO IngebrelAell
Hay Area traffic is often nothing more
than a tangled mess of vehicles filled with
irate drivers seething with frustration. Driving can be a totally obnoxious experience if
one happens to be on the road during the rush
hour. attempting to traverse an outdated
highway system.
Interstate 280. stretching from Fast San
Jose to San Francisco. is a part of the hustle.
Why the builders of 280 chose to construct a
highway that is highly efficient in carrying
traffic between San Jose and San Francisco.
yet neglected to contruct enough lanes to do
the job effectively for the traffic here in the
valley, is a mystery to many. The fact is the
stretch of 280 that runs through Santa Clara
valley is totally inadequate to deal with the
traffic load it carries.
But ah, there is a respite available to
drivers who must travel up the peninsula.
Those who are tired of playing bumper cars
and whose voices are hoarse front yelling at
other drivers can relax once they escape the
valley.
After getting past the Stevens Creek
Highway NO,
right, winds its way
through the hills of
San Nlateo County,
while David Gomes
of Burlingame
shines his Mercedes
Beni at a vista
point off of the
highway.

exit at ilii. north edge of the
miraculously widens. allowin
spread out. Front there to Daly
be clear sailing, free sit the cm
typifies other highways in this ar
The journey up the peninsu
enjoyable experience on 280. W
way 101 can be a harrowing
stretch of road as it goes up th
just the opposite is the case w ith
It has received an award r,
as the world’ s flutist IV:11111Ni
stretches past bucolic cowiteld
its way. past picturesque woods’,
time of year the road is lined wt
crs, creating a blanket of color t.
of the road.
A delineation between matt
280 cuts a swath that leases
opment on the bay side, and it
nature on the ocean side. Sonic
attractive and expensive house,
Area are built along 280 in our
unincorporated areas that are c
he highly exclusive.
Much of the highway is hi

11ay
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tiered manner, with one side of the road built
lower than the other side, thus seperating the
traffic flow to create a safer and more attractive thoroughfare.
This road is dotted with vista points that
afford either a view of the bay and the urban
sprawl surrounding it. or the spread of nature’s bounty that the highway cuts through.
Highway 280 is also known as the Juniper’) Serra highway. Father Juniper() Serra.
who helped establish the California mission
system, is immortalired by a statue at one of
the vista points.
Crystal Springs Reservoir. located just

past the statue of Father Serra. is a large
body of water from which San Francisco de
rives drinking water. When the dam was
built, the cement used in its construction had
to be shipped from around Cape Horn, at the
tip of South America.
Highway 280. which creates a loop
from 101 in San Jose back to 101 again in
San Francisco. is a study in contrasts. Busy
and congested at either end. its main stretch
is a plet..arz.
drive, with a view and a design that make it a worths recipient of the
designation as the world’s inost beautiful
highway.

The sign with a California poppy.
left, denotes the scenic route of
Highway 280. Cyclists from
Stanford University, below, use
Alpine Road MT of Highway 280 as
part of their training.

and Man,
man (level beauty of
f the most
n the Bay
cities and
isidercd to
in a two-

watches the road that hears his name.
High atop a rest stop overlooking Highway 280, the sandstone statue ofJunipero Serra
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’Midsummer Night’ players
charm crowd with fine acting
Hy Fity/to ’I, won
If William Shakespeare’s spirit
ever leaves the English pubs and trots
over to San Jose, he will surely raise a
glass of ale to SJSU’s Theatre Arts
Department presentation of "A Midsummer Night’s Dream...
This slapstick play flowed with
the energy and mayhem of a gunling

Theatre
spree of ale in a dirty tavern.
Also drunk with laughter was the
audience, who probably once had
been fools to the intoxicating power of
a midsummer night’s romance.
’Midsummer is one of Shakespeare’s Ist:st loved plays, intertwining
stories of young lovers, frolics of the
lower classes and the mystical world
ot fairies.
But the SJSU actors, with souls
on fire. put forth an energetic show.
Surpassing the tamer style of traditional performances, they hammed up
gestures. painful lover’s moans, and
on-stage antics.
Beginning with the lover’s story.
two young men. Lysander. and Demetrius, worship the fair tfermia.
A mischievous fairy. Puck,
sprinkles a love potion. and both men
fall in love with the once odious Helena.

%S inking ssell as a it:am we
sander. Rob I _angeder and Demetrius,
Mike Huckaby. Both men hang their
arms like apes. tongues out and trail
Helena, Allude Paterson.
Balancing the lovers, is a particularly strong performance by Penelope Issichopoulus as Hermia, who
tlys in the air to attack Helena who
has stolen her lover, I .ysander.
The particularly creative stage
radiates pure fantasy. Two large trees.
and a mystical dark green background
serve as a fluttering land for fairies.
Not only are the lovers making
fools of themselves, but the king of
the fairies, Oberon. played by Kurt
Meeker. plays a joke on his queen, Titania. Heather McAllister
Oberon is a ps’i’t’clI5 regal
prankster, and has Ins most mischievous fairy Puck. J.J. Formento. place
the love potion in his queen’s eyes.
And the first thing she spies is an ass.
McAllister is one of the stronger
female performers, not flinching a
smile as she dotes on with animal attraction to her new lover.
Meanwhile, a group of working
class, ill-mannered but of generous
heart, decide to perform a play to
honor the marriage of the king and
queen.
The ring leader. Peter Quince,

Conjure up your deepest,

len) IsIsAllistei dos, an excellent job
using crafty street-smarts. He encour-_
ages Francis Flute to dress up like the
woman, Thisby, and Nick Bottom, a
burly weaver to play a gallant knight.
Making a hilarious mess out of
the love story. MacDougall and Sanchc7 provide overly dramatic slapstick
perfomances.
In the play, Pyramus thinks a
lion has killed his beloved Thisby.
Pyramus. MacDougall stabs himself.
giving an excellent portrayal of the
man who won’t die.
"Thus die I thus, thus, thus.
Now am I dead.". All is quiet
then MacDougall rises.’ Now am I
fled. . . Now die, die, die, die,
die."
Sancher as Thisby delivered a
hold performance. Bouncing around
like a a full -figured girl, she spies dear
Pyramus on the ground.
audience roars to Sancher’s
lines, "Asleep my love?" Touching
him, "What dead, my dove?’ ’
The best thing about the play is
not that it’s Shakespeare, but fine actors have brought words alive to bask
the audience in humor.
And like all of Shakespeare’s
plays, they are better seen than read.
"A Midsummer Night’s Dream"
is playing tonight through Saturday at
8 p.m. in the University Theatre.

darkest fear.... ttew call that fear to de.

"...as ghoulishly funny
and frenzied as a
carnival ride through
’The Marquis de Sade’s
Tunnel of Love’’

Kool and the Gang
play steaming songs
By Oscar Guerra
Quick, which performer( sl
has more top 40 hits in the 1980%
than any other:
a. Wham!,
b. The Police.
c. Michael Jackson.
d. Madonna, or,
c. Kool and the Gang?
Well, if you answered any of
the first four, guess again.
Kool and the Gang, led by
their silky -voiced singer James
"J.T." Taylor, have had 14 Top
40 hits since January of 1980.
This fact was not lost upon
7.555 appreciative fans at the Concord Pavillion Friday night.
For nearly two hours, the
group played hit after hit, and kept
the chilled crowd moving to the
beat in mid -50s temperatures.

%Intent ( into,
NEW lORK TIME%

"Ken Russell’s wildest
film yet."
Waite Wen.
GANNETT NEWS SERVICE

!loci rtsies iiiyEstitas pit NITS PUTT IIT
A KEN RUSSELL FILM

And while they did play most
of their recent songs, noticeably
absent from the show were early
hits "Jungle Boogie," "Hollywood Swinging" and "Funky
Stuff" from their "Wild and
Peaceful" album in 1973, some of
the funkiest and most danceable
hits ever recorded.

GOTHIC

"m" GABRIEL BYRNE JULIAN SANDS
NATASHA RICHARDSON MYRIAM CYR "’TIMOTHY S
USK 3.1"1"" mows DOLBY ’MI" " STEPHEN VILE
"RI" ""’"" AL CL ARK 1E’ ROBERT DEVEREUX
11""ti" PENNY CORKE "Ec"" "KEN RUSSELL a
COI OCLO rIMOD1’ 41Z:Mt
SAN JOSE
STARTS FRIDAY ki
MAY 8TH

Michael Burke Daily staff photographer
Penelope Issichopoulas plays Hermia and Michael Huckaby plays
I.ysander in SJSrs production of "A Midummer Night’s Dream."

ENTURY

24*

THEATRE 291-4900

EXCLUSIVE SAN Jost
ENGAGEMENT
CALL THEATRE FOR SHOWTIMES

But you can’t really blame
them. It would be like trying to
fault Robert Frost for not reciting
all his poems in one sitting.
But they put on a good show
with the songs they did play.
They started their set with
"Fresh," from 1985’s "Emergency" LP, a song that. like so

many other of their hits, set oft a
big trend when youth everywhere
said. "She’s fresh."
Kool and company frequently
drew squeals from the women in
the audience with some good iii
synchdance steps that shows the
did their musical homework.
However, it was disappointing that they did not sing "Cele
bration:’ their hit that has become
a favorite theme song for countless
events, stadiums and sports teams.
After performing the song.
’Let’s Go Dancing’ to the delight
of its many followers young and
old, five of the group left the stage
and emerged with lavish gangstet
garb to perform the hit Misled ’
Taylor. dressed in a bright.
redsuit, and four of the others
dressed in black. %linked around
the stage under the night stars.
And, maybe fittingly, they
ended the night with their latest cut
from the "Forever" album. "Victory," which is fast becoming another in the long line of Rool and
the Gang’s institutional hits.
While a lot of their hits do
seem to have the same disco beat
to them, the nine -member group.
nonetheless. ’,messes versatility.
It is a luxury, for instance, to
be able to have a four-man brass
section, and a good one at that.
And if the dancing crowd at
the Pavillion was any indication.
KM and the Gang is more than
cool they’re chillin .
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Solo dancer turns performance into art form
II i I

ii tor Manuel In:unza
Dancer/Choreographer
Tandy
Beal is funny, unpretentious and she
constraints
of
dance
mere
the
refuses
by fusing elements of theater into her
one woman tour de force.
Beal becomes a performance artist more than a dancer when on stage.

Dance
She holds a conversation with the audience both verbally and nonverbally.
She is a thoroughly modern dancer.
But beneath the modern veneer,
Beal is a classicist. Her movements
are tinged with lines and shapes that
are timeless in their tradition and elegance.
Beal’s performance on Saturday
in the SAG Dance Studio Theater was
a romp through the redemption of our
everyday reality to the surreal, if not
sublime.
Her palette encompasses as diverse a setting as the curvature of her
supple body and mind.
Her solo performance was, in effect, a play in three acts. And it is the
powerful imagery she creates on stage.

is lilt I, smistantl) Ittggeis a sullen re
action from the audience.
In one segment of the performance she is alone on stage, but she
crowds the desolate space with sound
and movement. Sirens echo in the
background. She is dressed in a business suit. The pace is quickened.
Suffocating and cloistered, the
tension of her guarded movements
make the stage unbearably small.
Space is everywhere, yet there is no
place to go in this business-oriented
world. Nowhere. No place.
But she breaks free and tosses
aside the drabness of her business
suit. She flies away. With the softii,
and rhythm of movement that has
given the art form such grace and
beauty, she creates on stage one of the
most beautiful scenes of the performance.
Heal is no stranger to the performance stage. She has created and performed more than 60 dance and theater pieces since striking out on her
own in 1971. Prior to that she was pan
of the Nikolais Dance ’theater.
She lives in Santa Cru7 and has
performed throughout the U.S.. Can-

’Nylons’ bring back
early ’60s nostalgia
Harmonic tunes fill LP
By Jeff Goularie
If you like the so Llic Ie Ii rig ,I
nostalgia, The Nylons have produced
an album which realistically captures
the innocence of early ’60s easy-listening music. There are no screaming

Tracks

atla and I-urope V. iii L(nd) Heal ev
Company.
The best part of Real may be her
wit and humor. In a dance she calls.
"Mysterious Harricades or the Plot
Without Thickener,- she sets her
comic sights on a park bench.

I he sits ii in he, breaks tree tit
this sequence and creates a very funny
skit.
’16e last piece "Fields Within
Fields,’ is the most evocative of all
the performances. It is surreal.
"Fields Within Fields" encompass
several different works, both old and
new, that at first seem disjointed. But
there is a rhythm that binds them together. Almost effortlessly she
bridges from one place to another with

Seated next to a man reading a
newspaper, dressed in bag lady garb,
she prepares a meal of canned spaghetti heating the meal with a lighter.
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How could this be called
music, especially in the
80s?

guitars or shrieking vocalists to be "Chain Gang," a Sam Cooke tune.
found on their first album entitled and "Kiss Him Goodbye," a song of
which many people only know the re"Happy Together."
Instead, this Canadian band has frain Na. Na. Na. Her. Her, Hey.
blended soft, introspective harmonies Goodbye a popular fan chant at the
with just a hint of background percus- end of any sporting event where the
sion, and the result is an album that home team has won.
Most of the tunes arc love songs,
takes the listener down the proverbial
which helps explain why the harmonic
memory lane.
To like this album, most people approach works. It would be nearly
would have to fight their rock and roll impossible to effectively sing harindoctrination, which might sub- monies about say, war. Hut love
consciously tell them to despise this songs are different, almost requiring a
"weird" music. After all, there arc tranquil approach to get its message
virtually no instruments. How could across.
"Dance of Love is a very
this be called music, especially in the
catchy, harmonic song, which re’80s?
me of locker room shower
minded
Yet, after listening to the first
song, a remake of the ’60s hit "Happy singing. The bass lines, which Mom Together." one can’t help but snap son voices throughout the album,
their fingers to some catchy har- compliment the group’s harmonies.
"The Island Earth," a song
monics.
The album’s concept of strictly about man’s philosophic questioning
in the nuclear age, is perhaps
of
life
limited background music is a novel,
but risky idea, especially in the ’80s the group’s finest original song. They
era of music where gaudy lyrics and ponder:
We don’t know what’s in (tor,
blaring gutiars is generally the fortoday/ We could spread our wings and
mula for musical success.
But The Nylons, Paul Cooper, sour away Or we could go like the diBrian Allen. Claude Morrison and nosaurs they say! The choice is ours ti
Peter Mann, eschew the norm with make! Only seems like this to met That
this near a cappella effort. It works for We could wake up one dal’ and he his
the most part, however, it would have
By its non -vocal nature, this
been nice to hear a few more instruments, accompanying their sometimes album will not appeal to everyone
But it’s worth a listen merely because
spiritually-lifting vocals.
In addition to "Happy To- it captures the essence of a care-free
gether," the Nylons do cover songs of era that may never return.
.............................
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The scope of her movement and
her mind seem boundless.
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Beal is beautiful. Tall and
supple, her long brown hair drapes her
back to her waist and languishes behind her as she creates movement on
stage. Beal performs with a humor
and sincenty that is fascinating yet
hard to understand.
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The Kingpins party to the top
in classic rockabilly style
/iv Dante M./1, jiiiiiii
Call them "Star Search" stars or
masters of mayhem, the Kingpin%
know how to he cool and have fun.
True blue rockabilly revivalists.
the Kingpins singlehandedly became
the Hilton Hotel’s public enemy No I

Music
while simultaneously winning over
the votes of the judges on Ed McMahons weekly Tv talent show.
Last fall. the San Jose -based live
24, saxoMike Helardes.
five
phone; Rob Mellberg. 21. upright
bass; Craig Ramsay. 26, drums; Gary
Suydam, 22, piano; and Kevin
Wright. 22. vocals and guitar -- terrorind the Los Angeles Hilton.
To see whether the $100,000
Star Search booty was slapped on the
Kingpins’ snare drum, he sure to tune
in to Sunday’s semifinals and the May
17 finals.
Locally, the hand has been
banned from opening for a whole slew
of artists, getting the crowds too excited and sometimes taking the audience home when they leave.
Three of the Kingpins have attended SJSU. Wright quit to he a fullproudly
time writer, Suydam
dropped out. and Ramsay graduated
with a degree in industrial engineering.
The epitome of cool, Helardes,
who has his daughter Jasmine’s name
tattmed on his arm, said "I sleep till

day do no hair. Men get
.0 and drive endlessly .
I ach member has come up with a
creative way to literally play on their
instruments. Mellberg described using
safety belts and trampolines, with four
spotters to each member during their
practice sessions.
The songs, the loves, the women
and the myth. thrown in with nearfatal injuries, are all included in the
Kingpin theme asylum.
Those interested in the outrageous smut that went on in the hotel.
read on,
Well, we had Ramsay and Suydam running naked through the halls
of the first floor. Somehow the Kingpins had been forced to share the floor
with contestants from the Miss Cali
fomia pageant. Apparently this is a
cause for nudity.
"Everyday we were down there
we thought. ’We aren’t coming back,
so let’s destroy the
Ramsey
said.
Tales of cake fights, champagne
wars, diving off the roof, including a
few battle scars, were disclosed
The controlling factor is as their
manager Don Montgomery.
He got the phone calls about the
sax Mayo-ion the roof at 3 a.m., an
impromptu jam in the parking garage.
swimming in the lobby linintain. Hi.
answer: "What did they. do thi.
ti me?’
fhey didn’t even kick Mike of
the roof, they just asked him ’Ili,
much longer. Sir, do you thms.

Monologue centers on
Cambodia experience
lIe liters Arrrxi
It sounds like a terrible idea
tor a movie: a man sitting at a desk
talking directly to the audience
about his life.
Hut "Swimming to Cambodia." which opened Friday at
Camera 3 in San Jose, will leave
viewers breathless.
Written and acted by Spalding Gray. "Swimming to Cambodia" is a stream-of-consciousness
monologue about Gray’s expertences before, during and after actmg in "The Killing Fields."
Sifting at a battered desk with
a glass of water, a notebook, a
map and a pointer. Gray takes
viewers beyond the tiny theater
where the piece was filmed. to
places few would believe existed
before hearing his talc.
Gray uses his part in "The
Killing Fields" as a focal point.
and weaves a dark. sordid tale
ahout Cambodia. past and present.
His voice soft yet commanding. the diminutive actor makes
N. t’W CI
squimi with descriptive
as s ounts of the Khmer Rouge’s
reign of terror which was sparked
by U.S. bombing raids during the
Vietnam conflict.
Gray does not linger on the
topic, however; his reflections are
mostly personal, some of them
about his girlfriend and others
about unique characters he met
during the filming of the movie,
Gray’s monologue, which is
.ivailahle in book form, is vers

to
"Howl. and Jim CarroWs " ftasketball Diaries..
Both of those pieces are ex non -fictional reflections
pl kit
about unusual experiences (mostly
sex and drugs). and both authors
are poets.
Gray’s storytelling, too. is
poetical. His tale is told carefully,
and it is apparent that he has
thought long about his adventures.
Still, his metered speech doc
not detract from the spontaneity of
the piece.
"Swimming to Cambodia
was filmed live at the Performing
Garage in New York.
Originally a two-part play
running 115 minutes. the piece
was reduced to 87 minutes for
It was directed by Jonathen
Demme, whose credits include
’’Something Wild and "Stop
Making Sense."
Demme’s direction is subtle
and unobtrusive as it should be.
He does not try to be too creause with the piece. and most of the
camera angles give the viewer the
feeling of being at the play.
The sound track by Laurie
Anderson. who directed and acted
in "Home of the Krave, is also
sable and taapbtrusive.
She blends eerie electronic
tones with natural
percusive
rhythms to create a mood which
embelishes Gray’s storytelling.
And what a story he tells.

going to play?’ ’ Ramsay said.
The hand was told to "get out"
following the garage rehearsal. in
xv Inch Suydam played the tt ilton own,
cc’s piano just like his OW it. using it as
a spring hoard.
The jam session emptied out a
nearby disco, with its patrons
crowded around the band.
In fact, the band was kicked out
of the hotel five times. "When something broke within a ten -mile radius of
the hotel it was instantly the Kingpins.
When the fire alarm went off, the fire
marshal’ yelled ’I want to see you,
you, you and you right now!’
The injuries incurred on the road
trip include a sprained ankle by Mellberg. He bravely went on with the
show and even hopped on his upright
bass in true Kingpin gymnastic creed.
Wright was so csicted, lie swallowed a piece of plastic from a champagne glass and had to he rushed to
the hospital.
Mellberg said the band will seek
success until they drop.
’I think one of us is going to die
on stage and that will end it.’ Ramsay
said. Five times in two years a band
member has had to be rushed to the
hospital.
There is suet’ a thing as too much
fun. l’he Kingpins would say it is
three playboy bunnies and two Star
Search spokesmodels at all their parties. meeting Janet Jackson and Timothy Hutton, and having champagne
with Ed McMahon. Not a beer like
ftelardes wanted, hut close enough.

Michael Burke Daily staff photographer
The Kinpins’ piano player, Gary Suydam. plays upside down to
please the crowd at the Saddle Rack last Thursday night.
Having been on "Star Search’. embark on a three-month summer tour
has opened up opportunities like ap- of the East Coast.
The first stop on the road to mass
pearances on talk shows such as
"P.M. Magazine and The .lonight rock acceptance is a showcase for reShow" and a possible movie sound- cord company executives at Los Angeles’ Club lingerie on May 13.
track.
Die hand conies back to San Jose
After the show airs. the future
as
they
to pl., \ Lizzie% on May IS.
face,
guys
in
the
will hit the

Canadian-born singer delivers
performance with honesty
By Deborah G. Gaudio’
With a grin from ear -to-ear.
1,ucie Blue Tremblay poured out her
heart and talent during a two-hour
concert Friday night at Sisterspirit, a
women’s coffeehouse and bookstore.
Singing songs from her first
album "Lucie Blue Tremblay and
limes intended tin her second album.

Music
the Canadian -horn singer not only
performed but also spoke with the audience about her life experiences.
As a foreign performer. she explained about problems with immigration officials because she is not recognized as a major attraction. Her
appearance Friday was scheduled
after last year’s concert was cancelled
because of immigration problems.
With disarming honesty, she explained how hard it is to perform
when she’s had an emotionally difficult day. She said she doesn’t like to
perform if she can’t give the audience
all of her energy.
Lack of energy wasn’t really a
problem for Tremblay. She sang ten
songs but only came back for one encore and the audience didn’t want to
let her go. She apologized for having
a sore throat, but sang as if every note
was special - and indeed each was.
Her style of music is a combination of folk music and light pop.
Though she is Canadian she sang most
of the songs in English. At the very
beginning of the concert, one woman
remarked how a friend would not at-

tend because she didn’t understand
French. Yet the language wasn’t a
harrier ti ,r listeners
Tremblay explained what she
was singing and With her rich voice allowed listeners to give Mc song their
own meaning.
Two or three times throughout
the performance, she asked the audience to sing along with her. After
practicing, all 70 people were singing
and Tremblay seemed to enjoy it as
much as the audience.
A different twist is her whistle,
which is similar to a bird call yet she
did it with perfect ease.
Despite the fact she only has recorded one album, the concert lasted
so long because she paused to talk to
the audience about love and why and
how it ends.
Concert -goers not only had an
evening of beautiful music. but also a
night of friendship and sharing because no matter how painful the subject. Tremblay explained each song’s
meaning.
Most of the songs she sang were
about relationships and the problems
and joys that love brings.
With only a guitar and piano to
rely on for accompaniment, the sound
and power came from Tremblay’s
voice.
In "Mademoiselle." the lyrics
describe a love relationship between
Iwo women. In the song. Tremblay
relates how difficult it is to form
relationships when she lives in Canada and she is attracted to someone in
the United States.

Poetic lines such as "We stood
by the stage and the/Tears they bust
started to riov, You took me in your
armshAnd we let all the love overflow" only made the audience respond more enthusiastically to her.’
Another song ’limited Vision’
focused on the problems of committing to a monogamous relationship.
Tremblay related an experience
when she was involved in a
relationship but wanted to see more
than one person. Eventually she was
ready to settle down, but then her
lover wanted to see other people.
Perhaps the most appealing aspect of Tremblays songs was that she
communicated her experiences so easily and clearly, a listener was able to
feel her pain and her joy when she
sang. It is this magic which makes her
a truly talented artist.
For sonic people, all concerts
seem the same after a while. Only performers who reach beyond the words
or notes they are playing are able to
touch their audience. Tremblay managed to laugh, talk, sing and relax
with a room full of strangers.
Rig-name attractions are great,
but supporting rising performers like
Tremblay encourages better concert
experiences and more thoughtful
music.
A listener may not remember the
name of all her songs, hut the talent
and dedication Tremblay revealed is
special. Hopefully this is only the beginning to her career.
Sisterspirit is a San Jose bookstore/coffeehouse run by volunteers.

